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CRIME

JMU Athletics works with police in assault case
By JOHN SUTTER and
KATIC THISDELL
The Breeze
I Mil Athletics Is looking into a weekend assault that sent several people to the
hospital after allegations that members
of the JMU football team could haw been
involved.
leff Bourne, director of athletics, said
JMU is working with police in invesdgating the matter.
"We're obviously working in conjunction with those authorities and doing
everything they ask of us," Bourne said
Tuesday.
Police have yet to name any suspects
or make arrests and the investigation is

ongoing, according to HPD spokeswom
an, Mary-Hope Vast.
On Friday, a brawl broke out at 1225 &
Main St., an unofficial Lambda Chi Alpha
house. Witnesses said approximately 15
men, both white and black, wearing jeans
and dark sweatshirts with their hoods up.
entered the house around 2:30 a.m.
At least eight victims were assaulted
and three were taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital with non-life threatening injuries, according to police. One
witness said one other man went to the
hospital, but that all have since been
released. Without names, RMH could
not update their status
Multiple witnesses, who wish to
remain anonymous for their safety, said

the suspects were talking about JMU
football 2010, both when the two people
were asked to leave the house and when
others came hack to the house.
"A few of them were saying, 'Oh, you
mess with football players,'" one female
witness said of the attackers.
Another male witness said two of the
men said they were part of the football
team and they thought thai entitled them
to a right to be at the party.
How it happened
The male witness said that the night
of the party, two men, one black and
one white, were at the party around
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GOVERNMENT

Obama focuses on American innovation during his State of the Union address
By MOLLY HAAS
The Breeze
President Obama hopes for a year
filled with big things, specifically an
economic recovery.
Taking the rhetorical power of the
State of the Union on Tuesday night,
()bama looked to inspire the country to
rediscover the spirit of American innovation to Ignite the economy
"This is our generation's Sputnik
moment," Obama said.
In the speech, Obama presented to
Congress general policy recommenda
tlons for consideration. Among them,
he hopes to revive American innova
tlon in order to create jobs and grow
the economy.
The State of the Union address, man
dated in the Constitution, is given every
year, usually a week before the President presents the annual budget to
Congress, said Tim LaPIra, a political
science professor.
"It's the opportunity to frame the
agenda in a way that doesn't seem all
that controversial," he said. "My broad
impression was resoundingly unremarkable, and that's on purpose."
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On the president's agenda are creating new jobs in the United States,
decreasing the national debt, reorganizing government and die tax code for
better efficiency, removing troops from
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Afghanistan and making higher education more affordable for students.
Specifically relating to education,
Obama talked about America falling
to 9th In world rankings for percent of

OPINION
Peettkel M'lptctlv.i
Liberal and i onservittve
students analyze Obama't
State of the I Ituon address.

young people with college degrees.
According to the president, to regain
the top ranking, America needs to not
only improve access to higher education but also strengthen the K 12 public
schools.
Specifically, Obama hopes the Race
to the Top initiative for K-12 public
schools, will continue to Improve public schools to better prepare graduates
for higher education and the workforce.
"Race to the Top is the most meaningful reform of our public schools In a
generation," Obama said. "For less than
1 percent of what we spend on education each year, It has led over 40 states
to raise their standards for teaching
and learning."
The president spoke about previously passed higher education reforms in a
move to make college more affordable.
"To compete, higher education must
be within the reach of every American,"
Obama said. "Thai's why we've ended
the unwarranted jaxpayer subsidies
that went to banks, and used the savings to make college affordable for
millions of students. And this year, I ask
Congress to go further, and make permanent our tuition tax credit - worth

LIFE
Fee* In 'fniMms'
Asian and Indian
foods fuze in new
downtown resiaurant.

$ 10,000 for four years of college."
Even though Obama did not men
tion specific education programs, he
did strike a desire to Improve the math
and science fields In public education
This focus on math and technology
could mean more programming and
funding In those areas of higher educadon, LaPIra said.
"They are platforms for marketable
products and services," LaPIra said. "It
wasn't a mistake that he highlighted
Google and Facebook."
BeckJ Schumm, a junior political science major, was optimistic about the
Inidatives, but not entirely impressed.
"As most of his speeches are, It
was effective and uplifting," she said.
"Unfortunately, I don't take everything
he says as the truth."
Schumm was especially encouraged
by Obama s view on the economy, she
said.
"I usually hear so many negative things about the economy
from professors, but Obama put
a positive spin on It," she said.
see OSAMA, page 4
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Students lack
science smarts
WASHINGTON — Fewer
than half of U.S. students are
proficient in science, renewing
questions about the country’s
global competitiveness, the
Education Department said
Tuesday.
A third of the nation’s
fourth-graders,  percent of
eighth-graders and  percent
of th-graders are performing at or above the proficient
level in science, according to
the  National Assessment
of Educational Progress. Known
as the Nation’s Report Card, the
government considers the test
the most influential view of U.S.
educational achievement.
The results were unveiled
ahead of President Obama’s
State of the Union address Tuesday night, which is expected to
focus on the theme of competitiveness and include concerns
that the nation’s educational
achievement lags behind students globally. U.S. -year-olds
ranked th among peers from

 countries on a math test and
scored in the middle in science and reading, while China’s
Shanghai topped the charts on
an international assessment
released Dec. .
“The results released today
show that our nation’s students
aren’t learning at a rate that will
maintain America’s role as an
international leader in the sciences,” Education Secretary
Arne Duncan said in a statement. “When  or  percent of
children score at the advanced
levels on NAEP, the next generation will not be ready to be
world-class inventors, doctors
and engineers.”
The assessment was given to
, fourth-graders, ,
eighth-graders and , thgraders. The science test was
changed in , so it can’t be
compared with past results, the
government said.
Fourth-graders considered
proficient are able to recognize
that gravitational force constantly affects an object, while
advanced students can design
an investigation comparing two
types of bird food. Proficient
th-graders are able to evaluate

two methods to control an invasive animal species; advanced
students can recognize a nuclear fission reaction.
Male students scored higher
than females in all three grades,
according to the assessment.
Black and Hispanic students
underperformed white students, while Asian-American
students outperformed those in
the th grade.
“Low-income
and
minority students are now the
majority in America’s public
schools. Regaining our global
edge demands that we dramatically boost their skills and
knowledge and eliminate - once
and for all - the achievement
gap,” Kati Haycock, president of the Education Trust, a
Washington-based nonprofit
advocacy and research group,
said in a statement.

South Korea may
talk with North
EOUL, South Korea — South
Korea is propsoing military talks
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 In the Jan. 24 issue, three names were incorrect in the article titled “Dukes split results,
break records in final home meet.” Jessie Everett was listed as Jackie Everett, Becky Benson
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reported the theft of a
projector and laptop,
valued at $1,100, in ISAT.
On Tuesday, a student
reported the theft of a
snowboard and boots,
valued at $350, in the
C3 Lot.
On Monday, a student
reported the theft of a
parking pass, valued at
$212, in the R3 Lot.
On Tuesday, an employee
reported the theft of a
keyboard stolen from an
electronic sign, valued at
$50, on Bluestone Drive.
On Tuesday, an employee
reported the theft of
a cell phone, valued at
$50, at East Campus
Library.
On Jan. 20, a student
reported the theft of a
JACard and $5 cash at
Carrier Library.
On Monday, a student
reported the theft of a
JACard.

Property Damage
 On Sunday, a non-

student reported $1,000
worth of damage to a
the side mirrors of a
vehicle in the R1 Lot.
 On Tuesday, a student
reported $400 worth of
damage to vehicle’s rear
window in the C3 Lot.
 On Monday, a student
reported $100 worth of
damage to a window in
Chandler Hall.
 On Sunday, a student
reported $25 worth of
damage to a fluorescent
light fixture in Weaver
Hall.

Alcohol and Drugs
 On Saturday, two

students were charged
with possession of
marijuana in Eagle Hall.
 On Saturday, two
students were charged
with possession of
marijuana in Shorts Hall.
 On Sunday, two students
were charged with
underaged possession

Sunday

cloudy
41°/26°

sunny
39°/22°
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to assure “peace of the Korean peninsula and substantial
development of inter-Korean
relations.” The two sides last met
on Sept.  when military officials discussed the ship sinking,
which South Korea blames on a
torpedo fired by North Korea’s
mini-submarine.
Kim’s government warned
against setting terms for negotiations before meeting.
“We should guard against
demands for setting unilateral pre-conditions or an order
of different kinds of dialogue,”
North Korea’s foreign ministry
spokesman said in a statement
carried by the state-run Korean Central News Agency. “It is
important to keep the mood for
dialogue alive.”
North Korea remains committed to its  agreement
to give up its nuclear weapons
program and is willing to refrain
from provocative acts, according
to the statement.
South Korea’s calls for
dialogue came as Deputy Secretary of State James Steinberg’s
arrived in the country on a trip
that also includes stops in China
and Japan.

with North Korea for Feb.  as
Kim Jong Il’s regime renewed
calls for unconditional dialogue
to ease tensions heightened
since its November shelling of a
South Korean island.
South Korea sent a notice to
North Korea Wednesday for the
meeting to be held at the border village of Panmunjom, said
a defense ministry official who
spoke anonymously according
to military regulation. The talks
are considered “preliminary”
and are aimed at working out
details for higher-level discussions, South Korea’s government
has said.
A meeting would signal easing tension after the South
declared North Korea its
“enemy” last year following the
artillery attack. South Korea’s
Unification Ministry said on
Jan.  it accepted the North’s
call for dialogue after the communist nation agreed to discuss
the shelling as well as the sinking of a warship in March that
killed  sailors.
The ministry Wednesday
called on North Korea to also
accept bilateral talks on giving
up its nuclear weapons program

horoscopes

CORRECTIONS

breezeopinion@gmail.com

Saturday

charge at Weaver Hall.

 On Sunday, a student











was charged with
underaged consumption
in Dingledine Hall.
On Saturday, a student
was charged with an
underaged possession
charge on Putter Court.
On Saturday, a student
was charged with drunk
in public and underaged
possession on Devon
Lane.
On Saturday, a student
was charged with a
drunk in public in the
Showker Hall area.
On Friday, a student was
charged with drunk in
public on Sully Drive.
On Friday, a student was
charged with underaged
possession on Sully
Drive.

Other

 On Friday, a student

reported verbal
harassment by a nonstudent at East Campus
Dining Hall.

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Born today, you are something of a
prodigy, and you will display remarkable
creative talents when quite young, but
this in itself is no guarantee of success.
Rather, you must learn, perhaps the hard
way, that far more important than natural
talent is the willingness to work tirelessly
to achieve your goals; perspiration yields
more than inspiration, certainly.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You may not fully
appreciate the
gravity of a certain situation, but
when your jokes fall flat, you’ll
begin to get the idea.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You’re likely to
confront someone
who isn’t likely to fall for your
unique brand of persuasion. A
lengthy battle is likely to ensue.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
You’ll be on the
periphery of
something that begins to take on
great significance.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Love and patience
are closely linked.
Keep your eyes open for an
opportunity.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
You don’t have to
have absolutely
everything committed to memory,
but knowing people’s names can
really help things along.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You’re not likely
to agree with a
friend’s take on the way things
are or the way things should be,
but a permanent rift is unlikely.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
The view from
where you are
standing may not afford you the
kind of experience you’re after.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
You can learn a
great deal from
someone who is usually learning
from you, and as a result you’ll be
a much better teacher to boot.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
You may be
surprised to learn
what others are thinking about
you at this time. You can use it to
your advantage.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A vision of sorts
from your past is
likely to provide just what you
need to motivate yourself and
avoid falling into a rut.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
A journey of selfdiscovery is about
to begin, and you must clear your
calendar as much as possible
before setting out in earnest.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You and a friend
can smooth over a
situation that begins to get out
of hand after an unintentional
misunderstanding.

We Dig the Dukes!
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Your ad
here!
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could be
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News

JMU finds its big idea

Editors Matt Sutherland & John Sutter E-mail breezenews@gmail.com

in brief
Harrisonburg

Remedy found for
poultry plant stench

The mysterious odor that lingers over
the town has been identified and
may soon be removed. The Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality
warned Pilgrim’s Pride, a poultry plant
near Timberville, Va. on Dec. 9 and
since the company has been focusing
on a treatment for the odor. Pilgrim’s
Pride has since invested $350,000 in
treatment processes, according to The
Daily News-Record.

Another candidate
announces run for sheriff
Bryan Hutcheson announced he is
entering the race as a Republican for
Rockingham County Sheriff Tuesday.
Hutcheson said in an e-mail that
he has 17 years of experience in law
enforcement and a bachelor’s degree
from Virginia Tech and a master’s
degree from Virginia Commonwealth
University. Hutcheson will face
Harrisonburg Police Department Lt.
Kurt Boshart and Sheriff Deputy C.M.
Hess in the Nov. 8 election.

New faculty training video to help faculty identify distressed students and offer them help
by Amanda Caskey
The Breeze

Changes in personality, academic problems,
changes in eating patterns and withdrawal
from others — these are some of the signs of
distressed, depressed and dangerous students,
according to the Center for Faculty Innovation.
CFI is working on a 15-minute long video and
workshop for faculty to learn how to identify
disruptive or distressing behaviors inside and
outside of the classroom.
“We were hearing that sometimes faculty
aren’t certain what to do if there’s a student in

Former governor and senator George
Allen announced his run for Senate on
Monday. Allen called for an “American
comeback” in a video on his website,
www.georgeallen.com. Allen served
on the Senate already in 2000.

Crime

JMU Police are investigating the second report of an indecent exposure in a
week on campus at the C12 parking lot
near the Reservoir Street soccer fields.
On Monday around 5 p.m., a female
witness reported that a white male
exposed himself to her and then drove
away in a silver Toyota Tundra. The
witness described the suspect as 25to 30-years-old, having a heavy build,
dark hair, dark facial hair, dark eyes and
wearing a black shirt.
JMU released a Timely Notification
three hours later.
Police do not believe this incident
is related to the two previous indecent
exposures on JMU’s campus in the past
month, or to an indecent exposure at
EMU’s campus on Jan. 19, which HPD
are still investigating.
“Based on the description, that
they weren’t in the same area, and
the fact he was in a vehicle, I would
say that they’re unrelated,” JMU
Police Chief Lee Shifflett said. “But
we won’t know until we arrest him.”
see Exposure, page 4

Crime

More
Springfest
charges
dropped
Charges for a Great Falls, Va. woman
in connection with April’s Springfest riot
have been dropped, according to court
records.
Lucie Banting, 22, a 2010 graduate
from JMU, was charged with three felonies in Rockingham County Circuit
Court stemming from the Springfest riot
last April. The charges were conspiracy
to riot, assaulting an officer and participating in a riot.
All charges were dropped Jan. 21.
Banting was arrested May 11, 2010
after investigators from a task force
identified her in a photo making a rude
gesture to police officers in a parking lot.
Initially charged with failure to disperse from an unlawful assembly, a
misdemeanor, the Commonwealth
Attorney’s office added the felony
charges after further investigation by
the Harrisonburg Police Department
Springfest taskforce.
— staff reports
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Distressed,
depressed and dangerous

Former Gov. Allen
to run for Senate
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Classroom Technology

Richmond

Police still
searching for
campus
flashers

on page 5

the classroom who is visibly distressed or anxious or depressed, and sometimes faculty aren’t
sure if their role extends outside the classroom,”
said Cara Meixner, assistant director of CFI and
an assistant professor of graduate psychology.
The need to help students who feel overly
stressed or depressed comes on the heels of
recent violence such as the shooting in Tuscon, Ariz., which resulted in the death of six
people and the wounding of 13 others, including Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, and the
more closely related school instances such as
the 1999 Columbine High School shootings and
the 2007 Virginia Tech massacre.

“Part of the idea is to make sure we as a
campus don’t get to the point where we have
a severely dangerous student because a lot of
the research suggests that we can reach out to
these students before they put others in harm,”
Meixner said. “Hopefully, we won’t get to the
point to where something like Virginia Tech
experienced.”
After gunman Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 people — and then himself — at Virginia Tech in
2007, reports of his “loner” behavior and disturbing writings for his English classes surfaced.
see CFI, page 5

DISTRESSED BEHAVIORS

APPROPRIATE RESPONSES

Changes in academic performance.

Deal with the disruptive behavior immediately.

Changes in personality.

A general word of caution directed to the class.

Recent significant losses.

Make direct eye contact with the student.

Withdrawal from others.

Consider talking with the student privately after class.

Helplessness/hopelessness.

Contact the Office of Judicial Affairs.

Changes in eating patterns.

Keep a log of the date, time and nature of the disruption.

Abuse of alcohol and/or drugs.

Keep your department chair informed of the situation.

Graphic By Jena Thielges / the breeze

Off-Campus Housing

Ashby to be renamed in fall
by Aaron Koepper
The Breeze

Ashby Crossing is getting facelift.
The owners of the aging complex have hired a new management
company, Campus Apartments, to
revamp the apartments.
The rebranding will include updated signs with the new name of the
complex, “University Fields,” and
the renovation and upgrading of
every apartment in the complex by
the 2011 fall semester.
“We’re doing new furniture and
new appliances, we’re going to allow
the residents to paint the walls if they
wish,” said Nicole Lipper, the regional
sales and training specialist of Campus Apartments. “A lot of units have
needs as far as replacing carpets and
vinyls. It’s about upgrading them,
taking what’s existing and making
them more modern and better.”
Lipper said the upgrades would
not cost residents any additional
money, and rent at University Fields
would remain the same as advertised.
University Fields’ new managing
group, Campus Apartments, attributed the rebranding to higher leasing

Breeze File Photo

Ashby Crossing hired a new management
company and will be renamed University
Fields in the fall of 2011.
numbers this year, but declined to
provide exact numbers.
“Leasing for next year is far ahead
of last year,” Lipper said. “I think it will

only improve with Campus Apartments’ track record.”
While the company declined comment on occupancy rates this year,
they did say they were happy with the
number of leases sold for the coming
academic year.
Campus Apartments won the rights
to manage the property on behalf of
River Asset, an apartment management firm, in a bidding process.
“In selecting a property manager,
we recognized that Campus Apartments offered an advantage over
traditional management firms in that
it brings an owner’s mentality to the
engagement and a unique ability to
enhance the property’s value,” said
Wiliam Gordon, the president of River
Asset Management Group, in a press
release. “That factor combined with
their experience, staffing, reporting
and exclusive operational focus on
student housing, made them an ideal
fit for the needs of our residents.”
Campus Apartments also plans to
implement their Keystone Program
at University Fields. The program,
according to Lipper, allows students
to plan activities such as parties and
educational events for other residents

living there.
The management company is planning a grand reopening party on Feb.
23.
Several students said they thought
the rebranding process would draw
more students to live at University
Fields.
Junior music major Brittany Leonhardt, who lived in Ashby in the
2009-2010 academic year, said she
thought the rebranding effort would
help get students to come back.
“I think it’ll help them out,” Leonhardt said. “I’m sure there are a lot
of who people who would like living
there [after the rebranding].”
Junior music industry major Lisa
Day said she thought the apartment
upgrades might compensate for the
complex’s party reputation.
“I had been to parties there, and it
seemed to be really loud at night and
not the nicest place to live,” Day said.
“I think [rebranding] is a really good
idea and it helps things balance out.”
Contact Aaron Koepper at
koeppead@dukes.jmu.edu.

Academics

Newest major focuses on sports organizations

By Tyler McAvoy
The Breeze

JMU students are being groomed
to work for professional sports teams
after they graduate.
The school of hospitality, sport, and
recreation management introduced a
new way to look at management this
year with its sport and recreation management major.
The new 45 credit hour major is one
of the first offerings from the school,
which opened last year, and focuses
on team management, coaching and
athletic facility management.
Students will learn how to manage
everything from high school to professional level sports teams, gyms and
training centers.
“Students in this major could work
for professional sports teams, become
athletic directors, or manage a gym,”
said Michael O’Fallon, interim director for the school of hospitality, sport
and recreation management.

Suzy Owens, a senior sport and recreation management major, switched
from her business degree to the new
major to pursue a career with an athletic communications department.

“We’re offering a lot of
things to students that
haven’t been offered
to others in the past.”
Michael O’Fallon

interim director for the
school of hospitality, sport
and recreation management

“Professors are great in sport and
recreation management,” Owens
said. “They get to know you on a more
personal level, as compared to the
business major where the classes are
so large.”

According to O’Fallon, there
are 525 students in the program,
including kinesiology majors with a
concentration in sport and recreation
management.
“It’s a fairly large major,” O’Fallon
said. “We’re offering a lot of things to
students that haven’t been offered to
others in the past.”
According to the hospitality, sport
and recreation management website,
the school was created from a merger
of two departments last year: hospitality and tourism management in the
college of business and sport recreation management in the kinesiology
department.
“Other institutions have merged
similar programs,” O’Fallon said.
“there’s a lot of commonalities
between the two.”
Tassie Pippert, a professor in the
department, believes the major gives
students a greater understanding of the
leadership needed to manage successfully. According to Pippert, freshman

who declare the major are required to
take three new classes their freshman
year: foundations of hospitality and
sport recreation management, a leadership class and a law and ethics class.
“This major gives students a really
broad base of learning that they can
take into every discipline,” Pippert
said. “It’s really about finding what
your passion is in the industry.”
According to O’Fallon, the new
major will help focus on the business
side, allowing sport and recreation
management majors to take nine credit
hours in the college of business, and
requires all students with the major to
minor in business.
“They won’t be doing yoga or
instructing as much as running a
gym and managing staff,” O’Fallon
said. “The students in this major will
be able to do everything though,
exercise and run the business.”
Contact Tyler McAvoy at
mcavoytl@dukes.jmu.edu.
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OBAMA | Speech addressed job
creation in education, energy, interior
from front

In addition to offering policy
proposals, the president also
uses the State of the Union to
inspire, unite and remind the
country that the state of the
union is indeed strong.
“Remember – for all the hits
we’ve taken these last few years,
for all the naysayers predicting
our decline, America still has
the largest, most prosperous
economy in the world,” Obama
said.
While Obama used his rhetoric to inspire faith in the
economy, he also addressed
more policy areas, such as job
creation through education,
energy investment and infrastructure improvements.
“Maintaining our leadership
in research and technology is
crucial to America’s success,” he
said. But if we want to win the
future — if we want innovation
to produce jobs in America and
not overseas.”
Brian Kaylor, a communication studies professor, noted
that nothing Obama discussed

from front

was a mistake.
“He struck the rhetorical
notes he needed to,” he said. “If
he were to lay out specifics, in
about 12 hours he would still be
speaking.”

“He struck the rhetorical
notes he needed to. If he
were to lay out specifics,
in about 12 hours he
would still be speaking.”
Brian Kaylor
communication
studies professor

By nature, the State of the
Union is a generic speech, but
this year, the stage was different because of the Republicans
gaining the majority in the
House of Representatives, Kaylor said.
“There were a lot more elephants in the room,” Kaylor said.
“The dynamic of Washington
had changed.”

Even though there were
more members of the opposing
party than last year’s speech,
the Republicans and Democrats differed in their seating
arrangements by crossing party
lines and sitting with members
of the opposing party.
“That was temporary, Lapira
said. “ And it will be short-lived.
Congress right now is more
polarized than ever before in
American history,”
Typically members of each
party sit separately, with the
Republicans sitting to the right
of the president and the Democrats to the left.
In looking forward to the
year ahead, Schumm said she
is unsure of what policies will
be changed or proposed in the
coming year.
“I think he’s really trying,”
she said. “Hopefully, there will
be a lot of changes behind the
scenes, but I don’t see there
being a ton done in one year.”
Contact Molly Haas at
haasmr@dukes.jmu.edu.

Exposure | Two of three
incidents occured at JMU
from page 3

The other suspects in the
other three indecent exposures
were all described as Hispanic
males.
Harrisonburg Police are still
looking for the suspect at EMU,
who was described as in his 20s
with short black hair, according to police spokeswoman

Assault | Witnesses claim men
entered yelling ‘we are the goon squad’

Mary-Hope Vass.
The suspect in the Jan. 17
exposure near the Hillcrest
House was described as around
30, 5 feet 5 inches tall, with a
mustache, wearing blue jeans
and a gray plaid hooded sweatshirt, according to a female
witness.
The suspect in a Dec. 13 exposure in near Phillips Center was

described as 5 feet 7 inches
tall, with short black or brown
hair, wearing blue jeans, white
tennis shoes and a dark blue
and black long-sleeved jacket, according to witnesses.
Contact Aaron
Koepper at koeppead@
dukes.jmu.edu.

midnight when members of the
fraternity asked them to leave.
After a minor confrontation,
which the witness would not
elaborate on, the two men left
the house, to return about 30
minutes later. Upon returning
the witness said the two men
were asked to leave again.
They “broke a window and
a glass and tackled someone
when asked to leave again,”
the witness said. “He was physically removed after becoming
violent on his second illegal
entrance to the house.”
As the two men were leaving, they said they would be
back with friends, according
to the witness. Approximately
two hours later more men, both
black and white, returned.
According to witnesses, by

2:30 a.m., there were only a few
fraternity brothers and approximately 10 other people at the
house.
The witness said a few men
went through the front door as
a distraction, yelling, “We are
the goon squad.” Another 10
or so allegedly followed and
went into the basement. This is
where the witnesses claim the
suspects beat several victims
and kicked them after they fell
to the ground.
Witnesses claim the fight was
brief, lasting no more than a
few minutes, with the suspects
fleeing before the police could
arrive.

Past Troubles

This is not the first time
members of the 2010 JMU football team have been accused of
possible involvement in a fight.

Four members of the football
team were arrested and charged
with felony malicious wounding
by mob on Dec. 3 for an alleged
fight that took place in Hunters
Ridge on Nov. 15.
Jonathan Rose, 21, Peter Rose,
20, Anthony Rose, 18 and Jonathan Williams, 22, were charged
with felony malicious wounding
by mob and will appear in court
again on Feb. 15.
The victim, Matt Townsend,
a former JMU baseball player, was sent to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital with a
broken jaw and other nonlife threatening injuries.
Contact John Sutter
at breezenews@gmail.
com or Katie Thisdell at
breezeeditor@gmail.com.

New president takes more liberal
approach at Catholic University
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON - The profanities coming from the mouth of
the professor in a recent class
on freedom of speech were not,
by themselves, all that shocking.
But this was Catholic University, a bastion of traditional
values. And the professor was
its new president, John Garvey.
A few students glanced at
each other awkwardly as Garvey used the words as part of
his lecture on controversial
speech. Then Garvey showed
a YouTube video of actor Mel
Gibson using foul language in
a taped conversation with an
ex-girlfriend. As his voice grew
louder, a student popped out of
her chair and turned down the
volume.
"You can't pussyfoot around
it," Garvey said later. "Forget
about taboos."
The scene was a small sign
of the change happening at the
nation's flagship Catholic university as Garvey, 62, who was
formally inaugurated this week,
becomes the first lay person to
hold the office since 1982. Garvey is a former dean at Boston
College Law School and has set
a more informal tone on campus while shifting attention
toward more open debate and
a well-rounded experience for
undergraduates.
"The challenge for Catholic

universities is finding a place
for bibles and papal decrees
between our telescopes and
microscopes," Garvey said
during his inaugural address
Tuesday. (He started in July; the
inauguration was ceremonial.)
"I think the fault for this flat,
crabbed, cartoonish vision of
Catholic higher education lies
not with the critics of religion,
but with us. We have been so
intent on defending ourselves
against charges of fundamentalism and censorship that we
have failed to create, let alone
promote, a serious Catholic
intellectual culture."
Garvey's predecessor, Bishop David O'Connell, lived alone
in the president's residence and
donated his $367,000 annual
salary to his Vincentian order.
Tall and telegenic, O'Connell
was a prominent conservative figure and a frequent guest
at the George W. Bush White
House.
At Catholic, he forbade an
official club for gay students
and blocked campus speakers
who voiced messages at odds
with Catholic teachings. This
prevented actor Stanley Tucci
from appearing at a film festival in 2004.
Garvey, by contrast, came
under fire from Catholic traditionalists in 2007 when he
allowed a Democratic congressman who had supported

abortion rights to speak at the
law school's commencement.
He also contributed money
to the campaigns of Sen. John
Kerry, D-Mass., a fellow Catholic who clashed with some
church leaders during his run
for president in 2004.
"In the 12 years he was at
Catholic, [O'Connell] reestablished Catholic identity in
ways only a priest can do," said
Michael Sean Winters, a former seminarian who writes
books and blogs about the
Catholic Church and politics.
These included celebrating
Mass when the earthquake hit
in Haiti and generally "walking
around in a collar as a walking
advertisement for vocations.
For Catholics, leading liturgy is
very, very important."
Garvey, who was Catholiceducated, has a wife and five
children. He's considered more
of a political centrist. Garvey
has spoken of elevating the
scholarly currency of Catholic
University just as his predecessor strengthened its spiritual
identity.
Garvey is a graduate of the
University of Notre Dame and
Harvard Law School, and he
taught at the law schools of the
universities of Kentucky and
Michigan, Notre Dame and
Boston College. He has written
books about the U.S. Constitution, Catholicism and sexuality.

Sign a 2011-12 Lease Now
No Application Fee
Free Lunch at Jack Browns!

1 Bedroom Apartment
$470-$560
Water, Sewage, Trash
Included in Rent

ALL EDITOR POSITIONS HIRING

Deadline is Feb. 5

@joblink.jmu.edu
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Committee to choose JMU’s best ‘big idea’
By Ryan Platt
The Breeze

JMU’s first “big idea” is
about to come to life.
More than 70 people, from
students to faculty to staff,
submitted their ideas to help
improve JMU through the
Quality Enhancement Program, a requirement for giving
value to a university’s degrees.
The Quality Enhancement
Program, required as a part of
accreditation for universities
nationwide, allowed any member of the JMU community to
submit ideas to help better
how the university works.
The deadline for proposals
was Jan. 15, according to Lee
Sternberger, chair of the QEP
planning committee.
“The last proposal came in at
about 11:20 p.m., and we didn’t
have anybody try to turn anything in late,” Sternberger said.
The general guidelines, as
stated on the QEP website,
focus on improving the JMU
experience for students from
both a living and learning perspective, as well as support
and furthering of the JMU
mission. The goal of QEP is to
allow anyone in the general
community of a public university to express their ideas and
suggests improvements to be
implemented.
“S o many things were
addressed [such as] ways to
strengthen GenEds, environmental sustainability,
multi-cultural competency
proposals, ways to strengthen
research,” Sternberger said.
Sternberger said the

committee was thrilled with
the number of people who
participated.
“The response was excellent, we received 76 proposals
— very, very strong,” she said.
Andy Perrine, chair of the
solicitation and selection committee, felt the turnout was
fantastic and representative of
the university as a whole.
“Other institutions have gotten eight or 12, and we got 76,
which is not as much a testimony of how successful the QEP
program is, but how involved
and committed the community
is at JMU and how enthusiastic
they really are,” he said.
Community members
provided a wide variety of suggestions for the committee to
consider, evaluate, and eventually work down to a decision,
according to Sternberger.
From here, the proposals

“We really knocked
this one out of the
park. Let’s see if we
can keep doing that.”
Lee Sternberger
QEP planning
committee chair

are given to the entire QEP
committee, a large committee which comprised of many
professors, administrative
members and even students,
according to Perrine.
“In March or April you’ll
see more news come out, but
instead of seeing one shining

QEP, there’ll probably see a
few of them,” Perrine said. By
June, the top selections will be
reviewed by top administration, like President Rose.
The final selection will
be made public early next
semester, which will mark the
beginning of a three to five year
plan of implementation.
“We’re going to ask them to
flush it out in about 15 pages,
figure out what kind of assessment tools you would need,
what kind of tools, what kind
of budget,” Sternberger said.
The final selection will be
granted a budget based on
the program to give it a jump
start, as well as any necessary
assistance from groups around
campus.
For now, while the proposals
are being reviewed by the committee, they will all be posted
on an online blog for the JMU
community to view and comment on.
The site should be up by next
week.
JMU’s was last accredited
in 2003, meaning this is JMU’s
first time with the QEP, after
it was introduced in 2004 as a
part of the accreditation system, required every 10 years
by the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools.
As for the future of the QEP
at JMU, Sternberger has high
hopes.
“We really knocked this one
out of the park,” she said. “Let’s
see if we can keep doing that.”

Fall semester 2011
The final selection
will be announced.

June 2011
Top selections will
be reviewed by the
administration.
Feb. 3, 2011
Proposals will be
available online.
Jan. 25, 2011
76 proposals are
submitted.

graphic by jena thielges / the breeze

Work and
a workout
Judith Hollowood, a
secretary in the history
department, completes her
daily secretarial duties while
walking zero to 2 miles per
hour on the desk attached
to a treadmill. The activity
is part of a study performed
by Tracey Lytle, a graduate
student from the department
of health sciences in the
College of Integrated Science
and Technology.
Vitals such as body
composition and typing speed
are measured before and
after to study the effect of
low-stress exercise while
completing everyday tasks.
Participants were required to
live a physically sedentary
lifestyle prior to the start of
the study.
Before beginning,
participants had to complete
a medical history form, a
questionnaire and an informed
consent form.
Hollowood thought
participating in the study
would be a great way to get
physically active again, and
thought helping a graduate
student with her thesis would
be a great way to do it.

cfi | Institute offers additional
workshops, video resources to faculty
from page 3

Many believe he exhibited
behaviors similar to the Columbine shooters — dark clothing,
an obsession with violence and
social problems — and believe
that this could have been prevented had someone stopped
to ask him about problems he
was having.
The video will be organized
into eight parts: an overview,
enactments of a “distressed,
disruptive and potentially dangerous” students and
information on what faculty
should do in a situations like
the enactments presented by
David Onestak, director of the
Counseling and Student Development Center and Josh Bacon,
director of Judicial Affairs.
“It’s important for us to be
there for students not just in
the classroom but to provide
support for students outside
the classroom if necessary,”
Meixner said.
The need for the video follows
a workshop called “Decoding
Classroom Climate,” presented

last Dec. by George Johnson,
a media arts and design professor and faculty associate to
CFI, and Dr. Colleen Slipka, a
psychiatrist in the CSDC.
In the workshop, faculty
learned how to handle disruptive behavior and identify the
causes, whether it be boredom
or emotional instability.
Currently, only CFI staff
members have seen parts of
the video.
“I expect faculty will respond
most favorably to the scenarios
that review how to approach
students in distress,” Slipka said.
Asking direct questions,
explaining concerns, offering
alternatives and establishing
hope are some ways to help distressed students, according to
the CSDC website. Being a first
responder to distressed behavior can make the student feel
more comfortable with seeking
additional help.
Meixner said the video is
meant to act as a “teaser” for
faculty to become aware that
there are things they can do to
help if they notice any of this

behavior.
“The real message comes
from conversation after the
video … faculty to faculty,”
Meixner said.
CFI and CSDC offer other
resources for faculty who need
help dealing with these issues
such as workshops, videos and
online resources. For example,
At-Risk is a digital simulation
in which faculty avatars interact with avatars with various
classroom behaviors and help
them learn how to handle different situations.
The video is about 95 percent
finished and will be shown to
different academic departments when it is completed in
a few months. No date has been
set for its release.
While faculty members
will not be forced to see the
video, Meixner believes it
will be beneficial for them
to see it so they can better
understand their students.
Contact Amanda
Caskey at caskeyap@
dukes.jmu.edu.

ryan freeland / the breeze

About a quarter of funds
remain in annual budget
The Student Government Association is using more funds than
last year to date.
“Last year, SGA passed a total
of 21 contingency bills,” said Katie
Cole, a senior business management major and contingency
liaison. “This year, we are already
at 26.”
Cole said that SGA started
the year with roughly $56,000 in
contingency money and now has
about $15,000 remaining.
On Jan. 26, 2010, SGA used
about 55 percent of its club funding, allocating $20,613 at the time.
A year later, SGA has used about
73.2 percent of its funding, spending about $41,000 this school year.
Cole urges clubs to “act quickly” if they seek SGA contingency
money from the SGA.
Tuesday’s SGA meeting saw the
passing of three new bills regarding the allocation of funds to
student organizations.
The funds, as defined on the
SGA website, are described as

Within three to five years
Plan will be implemented.

Contact Ryan Platt at
plattrf@dukes.jmu.edu.

SGA

By Michael Hinkle
contributing writer

Quality Enhancement Program Timeline

“emergency money” only to be
used when organizations have
“exhausted all means of fundraising and still come up short.”
Model United Nations asked
for $315 in order to send eight to
12 of its members to New York
University for a conference.
The Chinese Student Association received $4,70 0 in
contingency money for its annual
Culture Show on April 9.
The third organization that
received money on Tuesday was
the Breakdance Club. The club
received $3,000 for their annual
event called Circles.
Following allocations funds,
SGA President Andrew Reese
spoke before the Senate regarding
his involvement with the Presidential Search Committee.
The Presidential Search Committee is an entity composed of
students, faculty and staff among
others.
Joseph F. Damico, chairman
of the committee, describes the
members as individuals who
“bring the perspectives of key
constituencies of the University

including the Board of Visitors,
faculty and staff, students, alumni, parents, the JMU Foundation
and the local community.”
Reese asked the senate the following question, so that he may
have a “better understanding of
the student opinion.”
He asked the senate what
qualities they hoped to see in a
potential candidate for the presidency, based on their knowledge
of the university, in all of its various facets.
The overall consensus amongst
the members of the senate was;
they hope to have a president
that blends the presidencies of
Linwood Rose and Ron Carrier.
Members of the senate said they
admire the politically-driven
focus of Rose’s presidency, but
hope to see the next president
boast the amiable and approachable character of Carrier.
Matt Sutherland contributed
to this report.
Contact Michael Hinkle at
hinklema@dukes.jmu.edu.
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JMU, we’re
not laughing...
... send in your
darts & pats!
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Responses to State of the Union address
CATHERINE CANNON | guest columnist

Conservative student agrees conversation facilitates better ideas
President Obama showed in
his State of the Union speech that
most Americans — both Republicans and Democrats — agree
on the same basic principles of
reform. We all believe in more
innovation, better education and
decreasing the national budget
deficit.
Though liberals and conservatives agree on many of the same
general principles, they also have
fundamental disagreements on
certain policy areas. Obama,
however, was careful to tip-toe
around controversial issues, such
as reforming illegal immigration
and repealing the “don’t ask, don’t
tell” policy. He quickly mentioned
them, but did not give enough
detail about his opinion and follow up on policy for an adequate
rebuttal.
Even with the issue dividing the
country — the fundamental disagreement on health care reform
— Obama agreed to make some
concessions. Though I do not
agree with the entire health care
bill, I understand that those who
voted for it think it is in the best
interest of the country. That’s why
it was great the president said he
at least would consider making
some concessions on parts of the
bill, including taking out the part
that put a “heavy book keeping
burden on small business owners.” Now that Obama has finally
agreed to work with Republicans
to fix particularly inefficient and
expensive parts the parts of the
bill, health care reform can finally
begin. Though it is not a complete
repeal, it is another step in the
right direction toward helping fix
the mistakes of the last two years.
I also agree freezing the budget deficit is critical to America’s
future. One of the core conservative values is less government

spending. Many conservatives
agree with some of Obama’s
proposed methods to decrease
spending, including freezing salaries, cutting excessive spending
and cutting certain unnecessary
defense programs.
Though this is a good beginning, these cuts aren’t nearly
enough for the country to truly
recover from our debt. We need to
freeze spending at the levels they
were back in , rather than the
current levels the president suggested. Freezing them now, while
a step in the right direction, is just
that: a first step.

True political
discourse can
only happen when
everyone contributes
ideas to make
the best policy.
Obama’s emphasis on increasing American infrastructure is
also important. Not only does it
help citizens, but it also creates
more jobs. Though I agree with
the general principle, I think the
projects should be handled by
the private sector, rather than the
government.
At a time when the president is
attempting to decrease the deficit, it would seem the government
spending money on overhauling
our infrastructure could cause
the country to continue the spiraling deficit instead of cutting it
as he wants. While the president
said that he would work with the
private sector, I think the government should encourage the
private sector — not direct it.
Americans are innovative and

can come up with anything; they
just need to be given the opportunity. The government should take
a step back and give the private
sector the opportunity to create
the wonderful transportation systems they are capable of creating.
American small businesses do
not need direct government oversight; they need to be allowed to
come up with ideas on their own.
The example the president gave
of the small business owner who
came up with a way to drill the
miners out of the mine is a perfect
example of how better technology results from letting businesses
explore on their own. The government didn’t hover over the
shoulder of the drilling company.
In fact, the drilling company did
not even ask for his help. He was
given the freedom to explore new
ideas and technologies, and in
the end came up with an incredible design that saved many lives.
That is what Americans are capable of. They need to be given the
freedom to explore and create,
without the hovering of the government getting in the way.
There are certain issues not
everyone will agree on, but they
should still be discussed. True
political discourse can only happen when everyone contributes
ideas to make the best policy.
Good policy requires Republicans and Democrats to work
together. It’s something both
Obama’s speech and the Republic response by Paul Ryan made
clear. Working together is the only
way America can move forward.
Catherine Cannon is a
junior political science and
communication studies double
major. Contact Catherine at
canno2cm@dukes.jmu.edu.

An “I-want-you” pat to the guy
who had his hand on his heart while
the National Anthem was playing on
the bus.
From an impressed Uncle Sam who
is proud to be an American.
A “there’s-always-next-year” pat
to the Chicago Bears for always being
my Super Bowl champions.
From one of the few diehard Bears
fans at JMU.
A “you-can-be-the-best!”
pat to the girls shouting words of
encouragement to the friend they
dropped off at ISAT.
From a girl who has a support
system just as awesome as you and
wouldn’t be all she is without it.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

Liberal student highlighted legislative accomplishments, ideas

In his second State of the
Union Address, President
Obama reestablished himself as
the charismatic, passionate and
compromising leader America
elected in November . He
focused on the economy, foreign
affairs and the environment.
He’s dedicated to keeping
jobs from going overseas, pointing out the finalization of a trade
agreement with South Korea last
month. He encouraged Congress to pass this agreement
and is pursuing agreements with
Panama and Colombia.
In addressing the deficit,
Obama admitted the government spends more than it takes
in. He proposed an annual freeze
in domestic spending for the
next five years and announced
a reduction in defense spending, cuts to community action
programs and other budget
reductions. In order to curb the
deficit, Obama is considering a
Republican-proposed reform to
change medical malpractice law
and eliminate frivolous lawsuits.
He then addressed foreign
affairs, outlining plans to put
down insurgencies in occupied
nations, keep nuclear weapons
out of the hands of terrorists,
and strengthen our alliances in
the world. In the final minutes of
his speech, Obama encouraged
innovation from all of America,
thanked Congress, and concluded with a hopeful message that
our union is strong and we are
moving forward in our journey.
Obama’s speech was powerful and well-spoken. Most
of Obama’s important points,
whether in regards to foreign
affairs, domestic spending
or healthcare, would directly
impact the economy. He was
right to focus on this, as our

An “I’d-rather-hear-nails-on-achalkboard” dart to the partygoer
living below me throwing up his beer
in the mornings.
From a girl who loves throwing
down but can actually keep it down.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
creatively depict a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats
at breezejmu.org

CAMERON CLARKE | contributing columnist

A “hot-and-bothered” dart to my
roommate who feels the need to
turn the thermostat up to  degrees
every day.
From your roommate who would
rather look hot — not feel hot.
A “what-a-lovely-soundingwelcome” pat to The Madison
Project for singing to their newby
outside of Garber Hall.
From a long-time Project fan who
looks forward to hearing your newest
addition sing.
A “way-to-keep-it-steady” pat
to the girl who fell flat on her face at
the Warren Hall bus stop, stood up
and proceeded to put on Band-Aids
without stopping.
From a junior who is
impressed with your tolerance for
embarrassment.

A “no-double-dipping” dart to the
driver of the black New Jersey Honda
Accord in South View taking up two
parking spots.
From a fellow New Jersey Honda
Accord driver who realizes parking
lots are meant to be shared.
A “waiting-five-extra-secondswon’t-kill-you” dart to the girl who
drove around a bus letting people off
at the art studio.
From someone whose mom is a bus
driver and knows you could’ve easily
hit someone.
A “that-looked-like-it-hurt” pat
to the girl who got drilled in the face
with a hard shot while playing inner
tube water polo.
From a guy who respects your
dedication to the sport and how you
shook it off.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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economy has still not made a
full recovery, and it must do
so soon if we hope to remain a
world power.
Obama’s efforts to increase
small business innovation,
improve health care and education, reform our infrastructure,
keep jobs at home and reduce
the deficit are well-thought
out and necessary. In not only
appealing to Republicans, but
also demonstrating his dedication to deficit reduction,
Obama’s proposed freeze on
domestic spending should be
well-accepted by both sides. We
are spending money on frivolous
things in Washington. For example, millions of dollars every
year are spent on overlapping
projects between the federal
and state government. Many
of these could be left in state or
local hands, eliminating much
of the federal government’s big
spending.

We elected Congress
to help our nation
— not hinder it by
refusing to cooperate.
He’s dedicated to improving
our infrastructure by “[putting]
more Americans to work repairing crumbling roads and bridges”
and ensuring that all projects are
backed by private investment.
He also set an ambitious but
plausible goal: In  years, 
percent of America should have
access to high-speed rail, which
would allow for faster travel and
less hassle. He also proposed
stepping up efforts to increase
high-speed wireless coverage. In

A “proud-to-be-part-of-the-50percent” pat to myself for giving
online dating a chance.
From a lucky sophomore who
found her man online.
A “you-can-bounce-back” pat to
the men’s basketball team.
From a fifth year senior who still
believes in you guys can win a CAA
championship.
A “one-ring-to-rule-them-all”
pat to the guy who told the Starbucks
barista his name was Gimli, son of
Glóin.
From Frodo Baggins.
A “can-you-keep-it-to-a-dullroar?” dart to my roommates who
always blast the shower radio when I
am sleeping or studying.
From a soon-to-be Indian giver.
A “you’re-not-so-classy” dart to
the guy who took me out to dinner,
dropped me off and took some
random girl home later that night.
From your date who found out.

order to encourage this innovation, Obama asked Congress to
“simplify the system” by using the
savings to lower the corporate tax
rate without adding to the deficit.
A final proposal was to
improve our government oversight, reviewing all federal
regulations to determine which
are truly necessary for the protection of the American people.
This proposal not only attempts
to reach across the aisle, but also
demonstrates a commitment to
the safety and protection of the
American people and the businesses they create.
To date, Obama has been a
weak publicist of his own legislative victories. In last night’s
address, he pointed out legislation in health care, causing costs
to go down. American people are
better off now that they will not
be refused due to a preexisting
condition. With the recent passage of the “don’t ask, don’t tell”
repeal, no person will be barred
from serving our country because
of their sexual orientation.
Obama wants to continue his
hard-nosed dedication to cooperation among the government.
As he so aptly put it, we voted for
cooperation. We elected Congress to help our nation — not
hinder it by refusing to cooperate.
Overall, Obama’s speech put
forth excellent proposals. His
efforts to improve the American
economy and government, if
followed through, will make his
presidency a success.
Cameron Clarke is a
sophomore media arts
& design and theatre
& dance double major.
Contact Cameron at
clarkece@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “were-you-raised-in-a-barn?”
dart to the girls in my hall who leave
bowls, plates, razors and retainers in
the shower and on the sink.
From a fellow freshman who has
shared a bathroom her whole life and
thinks you are all slobs.
A “you-must-be-a-VT-fan”dart to
the girl who adopted a much cuter
puppy than the Duke Dog and
named it Madson.
From a boy who would rather have
you take him for a walk.
A “no-one-hopped-on-yourbandwagon” dart to misguided
Steelers fans who think Patriots fans
would cheer for them.
From a Pats fan who knows
anything driven by Roethlisberger is
probably going to end up crashing
and giving everyone concussions.
A “my-tushie-appreciates-you”
pat to the ray of sunlight that warmed
my frigid leather seats.
From a girl whose car was
manufactured before the invention of
heated seats.
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Corrections to health care

Mad about Madison

It is undeniable that Sarah Everett has made a great impact on the
JMU community. Her James Madison appearances at football games,
impromptu pep rallies and late night
breakfasts have greatly added to the
experience at our university. However, her hobby should not grant her
special privileges — particularly financial ones.
Everett’s situation does raise a fine
point about the overwhelming costs of
higher education, but her story, told in
Monday’s article “Madison may leave
Madison,” is hardly uncommon. Even
as an in-state student, I struggle to pay
for school. I, as well as many other students I know, work more than 25 hours
a week and still have to take out loans
to make ends meet.
To help one student while thousands of others struggle is quite simply

Moderate’s response to column sets record straight on bill
I respectfully write in regards to an
article written by Sean Dolan on Jan.
24 titled “Senate to Halt,” which discussed the Republican unwillingness
to help Americans in need. Because
I personally identify as a moderate, I
take issue with a few points addressed
in Dolan’s column. I am concerned
that a few of his statements could
potentially mislead the readership
of The Breeze, and I would like to
address those points.  
As a minor complaint, I would like
to point out the title of the bill signed
by President Obama was not the 2010
Health Care Reform Act, as Dolan
wrote, but the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act. This may
seem annoying and unimportant,
but I think the title of the bill should
be reported accurately so that if students wish to research the legislation
more on their own, they are able to do
so with the proper information.
  In his first sentence, Dolan
described the Patient Protection
and Affordable Care Act as a bill
that would bring universal health
care coverage to the American public. While more universal coverage
is certainly a goal of this legislation,
the bill itself does not provide for universal coverage, which suggests every
citizen would have health insurance
provided. This bill actually includes
what some refer to as an “individual mandate,” requiring each citizen
to purchase his or her own health
insurance or else pay additional taxes
to the federal government. So while

many may seek their own health
insurance to avoid additional taxes,
citizens may choose to simply pay the
tax and remain uncovered. During
the debates over what kind of reform
would be most suitable for our country, some legislators preferred a bill
that would provide universal coverage, but this provision never entered
the final law.
  Another point I would like to
address is in regards to the claim that
Republicans are telling the truth “in a
very roundabout way” about the bill
being a “job-killer.” Although I don’t
pride myself on being able to predict
the future, I think the claim of being
a “job-killer” at least deserves recognition for the actual concerns behind
the claim. Dolan wrote that Republicans “were somewhat right” because
“it would give elderly employees the
option of working less,” but this isn’t
the main concern regarding the bill
potentially bringing about job loss.
The actual concern is that it will
require employers to pay additional
taxes if they do not provide health
insurance or pay for a certain percentage of their employees’ health
care costs beginning in 2014. While
the true effects of this provision are
unknown at this point, many Republicans have voiced the concern that
this requires employers to pay more
money up front per employee; this
may then result in the loss of jobs
because an employer may not be
able to maintain current staff levels
if required to pay more taxes per head

hired. This will either force employers to spend more money for their
employees, or for those who cannot
afford to do so, it may result in the
loss of jobs.
  I personally disagree with a complete repeal of the bill and argue it
provides many beneficial provisions.
Preventing insurance companies
from denying coverage to someone
with pre-existing conditions is important for the fairness of our healthcare
system and allowing tax dependents
to stay on their parents’ insurance
plan until age 26 is a strong provision. I, like many other students at
JMU, have friends who recently
graduated and are struggling to find
a job, yet this provision will ensure
that they have adequate health insurance while unemployed. I also firmly
believe that tax breaks given to small
businesses could help them afford
health insurance for their employees.  
Although I agree with Dolan on
one of his main points — that the
main difference between the two
sides of this argument truly comes
down to ideologies regarding what
the each party thinks the government
should or should not do —I hope to
offer some clarifications on statements made so the student body can
decide for itself where it falls in this
debate.

Zodiac Signs response

In response to Jamie Lose’s humor
column on Jan. 18 entitled “Astrology crisis: stars realign, new zodiac sign lacks
personality,” I learned that horoscopes,
zodiacs, fortunes and the like were bogus
the day I opened my fortune cookie and
found “You like Chinese food” written
inside. But following the addition of the
new Ophiuchus sign, everyone around
me has acted like astrology was always
a huge part of their everyday lives and
this new change caused some huge
catastrophe.
But let’s be honest, people. How
many times have you ever been asked,
“What’s your sign?” Is it even a pickup
line anymore? How often do you gauge
your relationship with someone based
on those compatibility charts in astrology books? Did you even know your sign
before this event?
Ophiuchus is not a new constellation. It has been around just as long as

Erica Calys is a senior triple major
in political science, international
affairs and Spanish. Contact Erica
at calysec@dukes.jmu.edu.

unethical, not to mention grossly unfair.
So many of us contribute just as much
to the university as Everett, whether
through extra-curricular organizations,
artistic talents or great research. Why
not give aid to the students in UPB who
organize tons of fantastic events or the
music majors who perform great shows
every semester?
I am sorry that Everett has found
herself in a situation that she could
have prepared for better by simply
looking at the university’s financial
aid website, but this is one Duke who
will not be donating her hard-earned,
thinly spread money for her to receive
the same education when we are in the
same boat.
Emily Meyers
junior history major

every other constellation in the zodiac.
The zodiac is based on the sun’s elliptical orbit and what constellations the sun
passes through during different seasons.
Some of Ophiuchus’s stars have always
been wedged between Scorpio and Sagittarius. The sun has always passed over it.
What does this mean now that it is an
astrological sign as well as a constellation? Nothing. Horoscopes have always
been worded vague enough to apply
to a huge amount of people, but specific enough to be believable with little
or no evidence. They’re a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
In reality, are the stars really able to
govern the tiniest details of our lives
from millions of light years away? No.
Astrological signs are just entertaining,
so everyone can calm down. There’s no
reason to panic.
Christopher Booth
junior media arts & design major

Uprising may lead
to peaceful transition
A week after Tunisia’s popular revolution, the country’s direction remains
far from settled - and unrest in its
Arab neighbors is rising. Seven people in Algeria and nine in Egypt have
set themselves on fire, or attempted
to, in imitation of the desperate man
who triggered Tunisia’s uprising. There
were mass anti-government demonstrations in Jordan on Friday, and
Egypt’s opposition has called one for
Tuesday. In Tunis protesters continue
to march, demanding that former government ministers serving in an interim
government step down. That administration has freed political prisoners and
declared an end to censorship, but it
has not yet agreed on a clear political
strategy.
This remains a moment of great
opportunity in the Middle East but
also of danger. Tunisia could conceivably become the first Arab autocracy
to carry out a largely peaceful transition to genuine democracy, following
in the path of former dictatorships in
Europe and Asia. Or, like some former
Soviet republics, it could lapse back
into corrupt authoritarianism. Egypt,
Jordan and other Arab states could
begin to open their political systems
to secular democratic parties and civil

society groups - or they could continue
to repress or seek to buy off opponents,
leaving Islamist movements as their
only serious opposition.
The United States and its allies in
Europe could have considerable influence on these outcomes. But so far
their policies appear adrift. Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton delivered a speech this month that correctly
diagnosed “corrupt institutions and a
stagnant political order.”She called for
“political reforms that will create the
space young people are demanding, to
participate in public affairs and have a
meaningful role in the decisions that
shape their lives.” But what does that
mean? Clinton didn’t mention elections or democracy. When President
Obama called Egypt’s President Hosni
Mubarak on Tuesday, he said that the
United States supported “free and fair
elections in Tunisia,” but he didn’t discuss Mubarak’s own plan to hold an
blatantly unfree presidential “election”
this year. Nor is it clear what the administration intends to do to promote free
elections in Tunisia, other than making
public statements.
This situation demands a reshaping
and an invigoration of the administration’s Middle East policy. An immediate

priority should be steps that encourage
Tunisia’s interim authorities to embrace
genuine democracy. This must be done
diplomatically, as Tunisians are suspicious of Western governments that
supported the former dictatorship.
But the United States and Europe can
make clear that a democratic Tunisia
will be rewarded with generous aid
and trade programs, while those who
seek to reimpose autocracy will be
sanctioned. It can also offer technical
advice to emerging democratic forces
and insist on international monitoring
of any elections.
In Egypt and other parts of the region,
the administration should be pressing
for tangible steps to open the political
space that Clinton spoke of. That means
allowing the free formation of secular
political parties, removing restrictions
on civil society groups and allowing
peaceful public assembly. If necessary, the administration — or Congress
— should link continued military and
other foreign aid to such steps. The perils of the Middle East’s autocratic stasis
have now been vividly demonstrated.
Why would the United States continue
to fund that stagnant status quo?
The Washington Post

Allen to run for second
term as Va. senator
George Allen, who announced Monday that he
will run next year to recapture his old U.S. Senate seat in Virginia, has been down but was never
really out, since his razor-thin defeat at the hands
of Democratic Sen. Jim Webb in 2006. His loss
must have been galling; he had enjoyed a long
string of electoral victories and had his eye fixed
on national office. But a ruinous campaign marked
by self-inflicted wounds derailed his reelection to
the Senate, tarnished his name and toppled him
from the top ranks of the Republican Party’s presidential aspirants in 2008.
We opposed Mr. Allen in 2006, not because of
his infamous “macaca” gaffe but mainly because
his Senate record was so lackluster and lacking
in signature initiatives. Aside from his lockstep
allegiance to the Bush administration’s agenda,
he took scant interest in Northern Virginia, the
state’s most populous and economically vibrant
region. Mr. Webb, though a political novice, struck
us as the more independent-minded candidate an assessment vindicated by his performance in
the Senate, which has blended substantive selfdirectedness with an unpredictability that his
Democratic allies sometimes find baffling.
It’s been just over four years since Mr. Allen
left the stage, and Virginia voters will be interested in how he’s used the time. He’s written a book
expanding on his passion for sports as a teachable metaphor for politics; led a think tank that
traffics in denying that human activity is causing
global warming; and offered his services as a consultant and lobbyist. In his announcement video
Monday, he was content with boilerplate rhetoric
- “Please stay strong for freedom”— and standardissue GOP positions — repealing the health-care
bill, slashing spending — that gave few clues about
how he would distinguish his candidacy.
As a senator, and before that as governor and a
lawmaker in Virginia, Mr. Allen was a mainstream
conservative Republican; one question is whether

he’s changed, and moved rightward, along with his
party. It’s notable that his three prospective rivals
for the Republican nomination include a leading
figure in the Virginia Tea Party (Jamie Radtke); one
of the most prominent social conservatives in the
state legislature (Del. Robert G. Marshall) and the
incendiary, illegal-immigrant-bashing chairman
of Prince William County’s Board of Supervisors
(Corey A. Stewart). Given the intraparty competition, Mr. Allen may easily lay claim to what passes
for the moderate wing of the Republican Party.
While he instantly becomes the favorite to be his
party’s standard-bearer for the Senate, his nomination is by no means guaranteed.

American history and politics
have a rich tradition of second
acts; Mr. Allen is no less plausible
a candidate than others who
have risen from defeat.
Even if he is the Republican nominee, there’s no
assurance of a rematch with Mr. Webb, who has
not declared whether he will run to keep his seat.
Mindful of Mr. Webb’s unorthodox political style,
inscrutable thinking and catholic interests (he
was an accomplished and prolific writer before he
entered politics), even Democrats who know him
well are reluctant to hazard a guess as to his plans.
American history and politics have a rich tradition of second acts; Mr. Allen is no less plausible a
candidate than others who have risen from defeat.
Virginians will be justified in hoping for a candidacy from Mr. Allen that offers substance and serious
policy discussion.
The Washington Post

You can
find it
all...
@TheBreezeJMU

When the moon hits your eye like a
big pizza pie... that’s amore!

Vito’s Italian Kitchen
Presents...

Valentine’s Dinner

Friday, Febuary 11 - Monday, Febuary 14

We will be offering a four-course
sweetheart-themed dinner including
an appetizer, salads, entrees,
dessert, & select beverages
$49/couple

Please call for inquiries or reservations 540.433.1113
Restaurant Hours:
Sunday to Thursday: 11am to 10 pm
Friday & Saturday: 11am to 11pm

Vito’s Italian Kitchen
1039 Port Republic Road
540.433.1113
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CRIME

JMU Athletics works with police in assault case
By JOHN SUTTER and
KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

JMU Athletics is looking into a weekend assault that sent several people to the
hospital after allegations that members
of the JMU football team could have been
involved.
Jeff Bourne, director of athletics, said
JMU is working with police in investigating the matter.
“We’re obviously working in conjunction with those authorities and doing
everything they ask of us,” Bourne said
Tuesday.
Police have yet to name any suspects
or make arrests and the investigation is

ongoing, according to HPD spokeswoman, Mary-Hope Vass.
On Friday, a brawl broke out at  S.
Main St., an unofficial Lambda Chi Alpha
house. Witnesses said approximately 
men, both white and black, wearing jeans
and dark sweatshirts with their hoods up,
entered the house around : a.m.
At least eight victims were assaulted
and three were taken to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital with non-life threatening injuries, according to police. One
witness said one other man went to the
hospital, but that all have since been
released. Without names, RMH could
not update their status.
Multiple witnesses, who wish to
remain anonymous for their safety, said

the suspects were talking about JMU
football , both when the two people
were asked to leave the house and when
others came back to the house.
“A few of them were saying, ‘Oh, you
mess with football players,’ ” one female
witness said of the attackers.
Another male witness said two of the
men said they were part of the football
team and they thought that entitled them
to a right to be at the party.

How it happened

The male witness said that the night
of the party, two men, one black and
one white, were at the party around
see ASSAULT, page 4

KRISTIN McGREGOR / THE BREEZE

The Lambda Chi House at 1225 S. Main St. was the site of last weekend’s assault on
eight brothers. No suspects have been named by police.

INCLEMENT WEATHER

baby it’s cold outside

RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE

ROBERT BOAG / THE BREEZE

COURTESY OF AMY GWALTNEY

RYAN FREELAND / THE BREEZE

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT While Wednesday’s snow means work for some to clear sidewalks and roads, others enjoy the storm. Nismo, a Boston terrier, frolics on the Quad with seniors Greg
Hrastar and Kristin Bosworth after the announcement that JMU was closing at 2:15 p.m. Traffic stalled throughout town, including on University Boulevard, as motorists lost traction in the snow and ice. As
of printing at 5 p.m., there were about 3.25 inches of snow on campus.
 Find more winter weather photos at BREEZEJMU.ORG.

GOVERNMENT

Obama focuses on American innovation during his State of the Union address
By MOLLY HAAS
The Breeze

President Obama hopes for a year
filled with big things, specifically an
economic recovery.
Taking the rhetorical power of the
State of the Union on Tuesday night,
Obama looked to inspire the country to
rediscover the spirit of American innovation to ignite the economy.
“This is our generation’s Sputnik
moment,” Obama said.
In the speech, Obama presented to
Congress general policy recommendations for consideration. Among them,
he hopes to revive American innovation in order to create jobs and grow
the economy.
The State of the Union address, mandated in the Constitution, is given every
year, usually a week before the President presents the annual budget to
Congress, said Tim LaPira, a political
science professor.
“It’s the opportunity to frame the
agenda in a way that doesn’t seem all
that controversial,” he said. “My broad
impression was resoundingly unremarkable, and that’s on purpose.”

1/27 INSIDE

COURTESY OF THE WHITE HOUSE

President Barack Obama focused on creating jobs through strengthening America’s
public education system and through innovation in the energy sector.

On the president’s agenda are creating new jobs in the United States,
decreasing the national debt, reorganizing government and the tax code for
better efficiency, removing troops from
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NEWS
Watchful eye

Professors are trained to
spot “disturbed” students.

Afghanistan and making higher education more affordable for students.
Specifically relating to education,
Obama talked about America falling
to th in world rankings for percent of
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OPINION
Political perspectives

Liberal and conservative
students analyze Obama’s
State of the Union address.

young people with college degrees.
According to the president, to regain
the top ranking, America needs to not
only improve access to higher education but also strengthen the K- public
schools.
Specifically, Obama hopes the Race
to the Top initiative for K- public
schools, will continue to improve public schools to better prepare graduates
for higher education and the workforce.
“Race to the Top is the most meaningful reform of our public schools in a
generation,” Obama said. “For less than
 percent of what we spend on education each year, it has led over  states
to raise their standards for teaching
and learning.”
The president spoke about previously passed higher education reforms in a
move to make college more affordable.
“To compete, higher education must
be within the reach of every American,”
Obama said. “That’s why we’ve ended
the unwarranted taxpayer subsidies
that went to banks, and used the savings to make college affordable for
millions of students. And this year, I ask
Congress to go further, and make permanent our tuition tax credit — worth

11

LIFE
Food in ‘Fuzionz’

Asian and Indian
foods fuze in new
downtown restaurant.

$, for four years of college.”
Even though Obama did not mention specific education programs, he
did strike a desire to improve the math
and science fields in public education.
This focus on math and technology
could mean more programming and
funding in those areas of higher education, LaPira said.
“They are platforms for marketable
products and services,” LaPira said. “It
wasn’t a mistake that he highlighted
Google and Facebook.”
Becki Schumm, a junior political science major, was optimistic about the
initiatives, but not entirely impressed.
“As most of his speeches are, it
was effective and uplifting,” she said.
“Unfortunately, I don’t take everything
he says as the truth.”
Schumm was especially encouraged
by Obama’s view on the economy, she
said.
“I usually hear so many negative things about the economy
from professors, but Obama put
a positive spin on it,” she said.

see OBAMA, page 4
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Triathletes triumph

Club of  students
prepares for nationals.
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ALBUM REVIEW

No ‘kiss’ for Iron &
Wine’s fourth release
By JEFF WADE
The Breeze

Apparently the life of an
indie folk singer bores more
that it rewards.
Perhaps thats why last year
Sufjan Stevens abandoned his
more traditional work for two
releases that dabbled heavily in
electronic music. It could also
explain why Iron & Wine, the
recording name of musician
Sam Beam, continues the
frontman’s push to bigger and
bolder sounds.

COURTESY OF BRAD BURGESS

Delta Sigma Phi, a new fraternity this semester, aims to have a more personal recruitment by extending the
two-week rush to 365 days.

New Greek Life chapter
enacts year-long recruitment

Iron & Wine

Kiss Each
Other Clean

Released Jan. 26

On his debut album, “The
Creek Drank the Cradle,” Beam
served as the focal point and
commanded the spotlight with
only his voice and quiet guitar.
Their last release, ’s
“The Shepherd’s Dog,” resulted
in the sparse sound of early
releases such as “The Creek
Drank the Cradle,” expanded
by the introduction of a full
backing band that facilitated
Bean moving away from
the limitations of being a
solo singer/songwriter and
embracing a fuller sonic
palette.
“Kiss Each Other Clean,” his
fourth record, continues this
trend, but instead of enriching
his sound it often distracts.
The result is a collection
of mostly nice songs, but the
album also allows tone and
ambition to get the best of it,
resulting in a record marred by
disjointedness.
At the best of times, the
record contains lush and rich
texture.
Highlight “Tree by the
River” lightly twinkles along,
and its pleasant mood
evokes nostalgia, managing
to feel both vintage and
contemporary.

By BETH COLE
The Breeze

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

In Sam Beam’s latest album, the frontman diverges from his usual solo
performance by adding a backing band.

It joins tracks like “Me
and Lazarus” and “Monkeys
Uptown” in creating a
comfortable atmosphere
reminiscent of the pop music
found on any oldies station
with a slant for the soft sounds
of the super-s.
But there are other times
where his voice seems
ineffective and drowned out,
as on “Rabbit Will Run” and
“Big Burned Hand.”
What used to be hushed
now seems falsely jubilant.
The implied intent is to
amplify emotion by pumping
up the volume. Beam could
do this effortlessly on

earlier records just by subtly
changing inflection. But
none of these moments and
their larger than life cathartic
releases make the transition
to this new sound.
The closest example
surfaces in “Godless Brother
in Love,” which ends up being
one of the weakest songs
on the record. It justifies his
interest in expanding his
musical scope, mostly because
it bores.
The record peaks early
though, as most of the latter
half of the record tends to pitter
see ALBUM, page 15

With spring rush starting this
week, a new fraternity on campus leads a movement toward a
revolutionary strategy.
While Delta Sigma Phi
starts recruitment this week, it
won’t end after two weeks like
most fraternities on campus.
Instead, the recruitment lasts
 days.
“We’re working our way in
slowly to make them feel comfortable and not be hovering
over them like, ‘rush rush,
rush,’ ” said Brad Burgess,
freshman kinesiology major
and president of the fraternity.
Delta Sigma Phi joined Fraternity & Sorority Life in .
Another new chapter, Phi Mu
sorority, recently re-colonized,
meaning it rekindled a previous on-campus chapter.
The two chapters are the first
two organizations to join the
Interfraternity and the Panhellenic Councils in an expansion/
extension plan created in .
Before Delta Sigma Phi and
Phi Mu could start chapters on

campus, Fraternity & Sorority Life looked at the current
chapter sizes, the number of
men and women who have
expressed interest in Greek Life
through recruitment and the
projected growth of the university to see if they could allow for
new chapters.
“We don’t want to over-saturate the campus,” said Paul
Whatley, coordinator for Fraternity & Sorority Life. “You
don’t want to have more organizations than the campus
community can support.”
Whatley and the other members of the IFC and Panhellenic
Council decided they could
open up a request for new
organizations, given the current numbers and projected
school expansion,
They sent out letters to
interested Greek Life. Each
organization sent representatives to make presentations
promoting a JMU chapter. After
strictly reviewing potential
fraternities and sororities, Fraternity & Sorority Life formed
the expansion plan and picked
five organizations to set up

chapters in the next six years.
The organizations involved
in the expansion plan are the
fraternities Delta Sigma Phi,
Delta Upsilon, Delta Tau Delta
and the sororities Phi Mu and
Alpha Delta Pi.
The JMU chapter of Phi
Mu- Gamma Theta became an
official colony in December.
The chapter held an unofficial
recruitment in October and
currently has  members,
according to chapter representative Kari Johnson.
Delta Sigma Phi still needs
to recruit and set up their charter. They aim to begin within
the next year, set up an advisory board, start philanthropy
efforts and develop their new
recruitment process.
“That was really the main
thing, the opportunity that’s
probably different than most
fraternities, is we create those
bonds with that one-on-one
visit,” Burgess said.
Burgess emphasized their
process spans as long as six full
weeks, unlike JMU’s current
see GREEK, page 15

Governor's Fellows Program
Program Goals
The historic and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program
offers a select group of outstanding and highly motivated individuals
the opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of state
government in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the Governor's Fellows Program brings exceptional students with creative ideas
to state government — an experience that often leads to careers in
public service.
Eligibility Requirements
Qualified applicants must be rising college seniors, graduating college
seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a graduate or professional
school. Applicants must be enrolled in a Virginia college or university
or must be a Virginia resident if enrolled in an out-of-state institution.
They must also have a demonstrated commitment to excellence in
academics, proven leadership ability, and involvement in extracurricular activities and community service. The selection of Fellows will be
based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex, national origin,
religion, age, disability, or political affiliation.
Length of Program
Fellows will be required to work full-time in Virginia state government. The 2011 Governor's Fellows Program will begin Monday, June
6, 2011 through Friday, August 5, 2011.
Assignments
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office
and in various agencies throughout the Executive Branch. The program
attempts to match Fellows with compatible assignments according to
background, interests and future goals.
Funding
State funds are not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program.
However, in previous years, colleges and universities have distributed
stipends to the Fellows selected from their institutions. Institutions are
urged to make summer grants available. Applicants who will require
financial assistance in order to participate in the program should
discuss this matter with school officials before applying.
Office of the Senior Vice President for Student Affairs and University
Planning 568-3685.
Application
The deadline for applying online for the 2011 Fellows Program is

February 15, 2011.
For application and additional information please see this website:
http://www.governor.virginia.gov/OurCommonwealth/GovernorsFellows/
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Brady,
Marist case
continues
A trial date has been set in an ongoing
lawsuit involving JMU men’s basketball
head coach Matt Brady and his former
employer, Marist College.
The presiding New York State Supreme
Court Justice Charles Wood set the trial
for Sept.  following a convening of both
parties Monday.
The lawsuit, filed in  after Brady
left Marist College to coach the Dukes,
claims that JMU induced Brady to breach
his contract as the head coach of the Red
Foxes. The trial is set to take place at the
Dutchess County Courthouse in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., where Marist is located,
according to the Poughkeepsie Journal
When Brady took the same job with
JMU in , he was still under contract with Marist through the -
season. Now, Brady’s former employer is seeking unspecified damages in
response to his untimely departure.
Since the lawsuit was filed, the two
sides have been unable to reach an
agreement. The parties will have the until
a May  pretrial deposition to continue
to try to settle.
“I feel I have been able to make each
side see the merits of their positions, but
obviously the case is not ready to be reconciled,” Wood said, according to the
Daily News-Record.
The lawsuit specifically claims that
Brady did not have the proper consent from Marist when he took the job
with JMU. He also maintained contact
with four of his Marist recruits, which
included current Dukes sophomore
forward Andrey Semenov, junior guard
Julius Wells and sophomore forward
Trevon Flores. Former JMU player Alvin
Brown was the fourth recruit, but he was
released from his scholarship after last
season.
“I have indicated to both sides that
it is in no one’s interest to try this case.
The viability of the basketball programs
at both schools is best served if this case
is resolved,” Wood said in the DNR.
— staff reports

FALLING FAST

Dukes lose three in a row, look to end skid
By THOMAS ESTES
The Breeze

Just a week after garnering
national attention upon their ninegame win streak, men’s basketball
has lost three straight games for
the first time since February of last
season.
Head coach Matt Brady has
maintained all season that the team
is a work in progress with the addition of several transfers and players
returning from injuries. The man in
charge believes nobody should be
surprised if the team hits a couple
bumps in the road.
“There’s things that we still need
to get better at,” Brady said. “We’re
far from where we need to be as a
team. I know that and our players
now know it.”
The Dukes began this week with
a - overtime loss at Hofstra
University on Monday. The loss
was especially heartbreaking after
the Dukes held a -point second
half lead.
But in practice on Tuesday, the
players’ body language was not of a
team that lost three straight games.
From start to finish, the intensity and competitive drive was still
there.
“We just continue to get better at
practice every day,” said true freshman guard Chad Jackson. “Keep
working hard at everything that
we’re doing and go  percent and
learn from our previous game.”
The Dukes (-, - in the Colonial Athletic Association) tried to
avoid another loss when they hosted Drexel University Wednesday
night in a game that ended too late
to be included in this issue of The
Breeze. The game was still planned
to go on as scheduled to go on as
usual despite JMU closing for incliment weather. The results were too
late to include in this issue.
Last week, JMU fell to in-state

 For more photos of recent

games, see page 18

Colonial Athletic Association rivals
Old Dominion University, -,
Jan.  on the road and George
Mason University, -, Saturday.
The last three losses have pinned
the Dukes, who had ranked atop
the CAA just last week, tied for fifth
place in the conference.
“We haven’t finished games
well,” said redshirt sophomore
Andrey Semenov. “[Our problem]
is just not being able to close out
games.”
Holding onto leads has been a

“We’re far from where
we need to be as a
team. I know that
and our players
now know it.”
Matt Brady

JMU head coach

problem lately for the Dukes, as
they have surrendered substantial
second half leads in back to back
games. They led by eight in the second half against George Mason.
Along with poor finishes, the
Dukes’ defense has declined since
the team’s recent winning streak
was snapped. In those nine games,
the team surrendered an average of
. points a game and the average
margin of victory was . points.
“We’ve got to take it personal,”
Brady said. “We’ve got to come
out with a little bit more pride
defensively.”
The Dukes will have the opportunity to right the ship against some of
their direct competition when they
host fellow fifth-place teams Drexel
(-, -) Wednesday night and at
Delaware (-, -) Saturday.

Much of the team’s defensive
struggles were illuminated by outstanding individual performances
by the opponents’ star players.
The Dukes allowed George
Mason senior guard Cam Long to
score  points and Hofstra’s senior
guard Charles Jenkins to score 
points. Long was a Second Team
All-CAA performer a year ago, while
Jenkins was the conference Player
of the Year. He was also the CAA
coaches’ preseason Player of the
Year this season.
“Those are the first team allleague guys,” Semenov said. “The
problem on defense isn’t letting
one person score , it’s them scoring more than us as a team.”
Senior center Denzel Bowles’
most consistent play of the season
has been somewhat overshadowed
by the team’s losing skid. Bowles
has averaged . points and 
rebounds per game over the last
four games.
Bowles also recorded a careerhigh six blocks against George
Mason last Saturday, and Brady
wants more of this type game from
the entire rotation.
“It certainly starts on defense,”
Brady said. “We’ve certainly proven
that we can score points. We’ve not
put a quality performance on both
ends of the court yet.”
Brady knows that his team has
not reached full potential, but he
also thinks he could do better.
“I think if its one thing that I
haven’t done, I haven’t reached
these guys well enough to get them
to understand the importance of
playing good defense for  straight
minutes,” Brady said.
Regardless of their preparation for their upcoming games,
the Dukes are ready for the rest
of their schedule, which features
eight CAA games and an ESPN
see MEN’S, page 18
DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

First place potential

Dukes could claim sole possession of top spot in conference depending on weekend results
By DESIRAE STEVENS
& COLLEEN HAYES
contributing writer, The Breeze

DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE

Senior center Lauren Jimenez, who has been plagued by injuries her entire JMU
career, has been playing strong in her two games back since her concussion in
early January. In the Jan. 20 game against William & Mary, her first game back,
she scored a game-high 21 points.

For the women’s basketball team, the
self-proclaimed “target” on its back is
still there.
“We look at each game like everybody
is coming after us,” said senior forward
Jalissa Taylor.
After a thrilling overtime - win
against the Drexel University Dragons
on Jan. , the Dukes can count on Drexel being out for revenge as they head to
Philadelphia Thursday night in the Daskalakis Athletic Center, a court they have
not won on in three years.
The Dukes (- in the Colonial Athletic Association, - overall) are currently
tied with the University of North Carolina
Wilmington and Old Dominion University for first place in the CAA. Knowing
what is on the line, senior center Lauren
Jimenez spoke of their emphasis on focus
this week in practice.
“We have a tough game ahead of us,”
she said. “We have got to know what
we’re playing for.”
According to JMU head coach Kenny
Brooks, the Dragons (-, -), have a
“high basketball IQ,” and are known for
their ability to react and adapt quickly to
different scenarios during play.
As one of the top three-point shooting teams in the conference, being aware
and “making it hard for them to even
catch the ball” will be key in defending
Drexel, according to Taylor.
Leading the way for the Dragons
is senior guard Jasmina Rosseel, who
scored  points in the team’s last meeting, all on three-pointers. Along with
their long-range shooting, Drexel presents a five-out offense, something the
Dukes have struggled with defending
all year.
“We have to lock down and focus up
on defense if we plan on stopping their
intensity,” said senior guard Dawn Evans.
Evans, who leads the nation in scoring,
put up  points in their last meeting, 

more than anyone on either team.
However, on Sunday, this was not the
case as Evans was held to just  points
as eight different JMU players scored and
the Dukes put forth their most successful
team effort to date in their - victory
over Virginia Commonwealth University.
“It varies from game to game who’s hot
and who’s not,” Evans said. “So whoever
is doing the right thing is who we try to
go to.”
While Evans might have had the hot

“We look at each game
like everybody is
coming after us.”
Jalissa Taylor
Senior forward

hand in the last match-up, Jimenez, who
was out with a concussion, could be the
headline name this week as JMU has a
noticeable height advantage over the
Dragons.
The average JMU player is -foot while
Drexel averages in at  feet  inches tall.
Two inches might not seem significant
overall, but the -foot- inch JMU center has been a force to be reckoned with
since her recovery, scoring  and 
points in her two games since returning,
many of those points coming from offensive rebounds.
With its center finally healthy, and
potential for sole possession of first-place
riding on Thursday’s results, the team’s
season motto of ‘Again’ — referencing
their hope to repeat as conference champions — could slowly become a reality.
“We just have to walk in and realize
that when we get off the bus, it’s on.”
Jimenez said.
CONTACT Desirae Stevens at
stevendv@dukes.jmu.edu and
Colleen Hayes at breezesports.com.
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Local ironmen gear up for nationals

By MATT O’TOOLE
The Breeze

A triathlon is a multisport event involving the
completion of continuous
and sequential endurance
events. At JMU, 75 members
are in the triathlon club. Currently the group is preparing
for nationals, with the first
round of swimming tryouts
held today. As a member of
the reigning Sport Club of
the Year, sophomore Richard Arena explains what
it takes to be a triathlete.

What was your hardest
meet in the fall? This fall

I participated in the bigleague triathlon Olympic
Distance that was a meter swim, -mile bike ride
and then a -kilometer run.
What is the practice
regimen like? The team

gets together and we have
a set workout schedule.
Mondays and Thursday are
cycle, Wednesday is track,
brick (bricks refer to training
on two disciplines during
the same workout, one after
the other with minimal or
no interruption in between)

is Fridays and swimming is
Monday through Thursday
from : a.m. to : a.m.
How long does it take to
train for meets? Really, it’s

up to the individual. People
that are really gung-ho about
it train months in advance.
We have nationals coming
up in Alabama in April and
if anyone wants to try out
for that, they told us to start
training before winter break.
What don’t most people
know about the triathlon
team? A lot of people get

intimidated just by the word

NFL

The Pittsburgh Steelers
hold a decided advantage over
the Green Bay Packers in one
important Super Bowl category
— experience.
Fourteen of Pittsburgh’s 
starters have won a Super Bowl
ring with the organization. Ten
were members of the Steelers’ championship teams in
both  and , a group
that includes quarterback Ben
Roethlisberger, receiver Hines
Ward, linebacker James Harrison and safety Troy Polamalu.
Overall,  Steelers have
played in a Super Bowl. Only
two players on Green Bay’s
-man roster — Ryan Pickett
and Charles Woodson — have
appeared in the NFL’s title game,
and both lost.
“They’re a veteran team and
an experienced team,” Packers
coach Mike McCarthy said of the
Steelers during a news conference Monday. “This is not their
first go around. They’ve definitely been through this experience

What is the outlook for
this season? I’m happy to

have a team that is easy going
about practice. We’re all here
for academics. Everyone has
his or her own workload.
Everyone is happy to see
everyone. If you are there to
hang out and not race and
just stay in shape, that’s fine.

How do people get
involved? We have exploded

in population the past year. A
lot of it has been through word
of mouth. We did the Donut
K last semester and a bunch
of people showed up for that.
We put signs up everywhere.
Does training get in the
way of your academics or
social life? We are here for

school. But for some people,
they have to do something
physical to get the jitters out.
But everyone understands
school is a priority and if you
can’t make the practices and
can’t train, that’s just the
way it is. If you show up to a
meet unprepared, the team

will help you through it.
Does your club consider
yourself as the most
athletic people on campus
with all that you do? No,

I don’t think anyone is elitist
about it or anything. We
realize it can be hard at times
but we encourage as many
people to try it because we
have so much fun doing it.

CONTACT Matt O’Toole at
otoolemw@dukes.jmu.edu.

RANKINGS

Pittsburgh has the edge
By ERIK MATUSZEWSKI
Bloomberg News

‘triathlon’ but it’s really as
intense as you make it. People
want to go out and haul it,
but there are other people
that work hard run for run.

before, where we have not. We
understand that.”
While the Steelers have won
a record six Super Bowl titles in
seven appearances, oddsmakers
have listed them as  /-point
underdogs against the Packers in
the Feb.  game at Cowboys Stadium in Arlington, Texas.
Pickett, a defensive end,
lost a Super Bowl as a rookie for the St. Louis Rams after
the  season, while Woodson, a cornerback, played for
the Oakland Raiders team that
lost in the title game the following season.
No Gre en Bay players
remain from the last Packers
team to reach the Super Bowl
 years ago.
Super Bowl experience
aside, the Steelers and Packers
are similar in their makeup,
with a reliance on homegrown
talent.
Eighteen of Pittsburgh’s 
offensive and defensive starters
were selected in the NFL draft or
signed as undrafted free agents.
The number would be  if not
for injuries to offensive linemen

Willie Colon and Max Starks.
Of the Packers’  starters, 
were acquired through the draft
or as undrafted free agents out
of college.
Only  of the Washington
Redskins’  starters this season began their careers with the
organization, as a comparison.
“It’s how you piece it all
together,” McCarthy said.
“Everything you do has to be
about your culture; making sure
you have the right individuals in
the locker room.”
McCarthy, in his fifth season
as coach, is seeking to bring a
record th NFL championship to Green Bay. He grew up
in Pittsburgh as a Steelers fan,
rooting for the teams that won
four titles from  to .
The -year-old coach said he
counts the Steelers as his second-favorite NFL team.
“They just have so much
consistency how they acquire
personnel, how they treat their
players, how their organization
is run,” McCarthy said. “And I
think that’s a huge part of their
success.”

Men’s Basketball CAA Standings
8-1

VCU

8-1
7-2

Hofstra
George Mason

6 -3

Old Dominion

5-4

James Madison

5-4

Drexel

5-4

Delaware

4-5

UNC Wilmington
Georgia State

3-6
2-7
1-8
0-9

William & Mary
Northeastern
To w s o n
RESULTS AS OF WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
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Pageant winner moves to district level
By STEPHANY HOLGUIN
The Breeze

Two young women stand next
to each other in front of a clamorous auditorium with  people.
The crowd dances to “Whip My
Hair” by Willow Smith as the
judges tally the scores for Miss
Black and Gold contestants.
Just minutes later, the Master
of Ceremony Alex Jones, a junior
psychology major, approaches
the stage to announce the winner.
The Memorial Hall auditorium
is completely silent.
The audience erupted in
applause as Jones announced the
winner as Christa Brown, a senior
political science and German
double major. Brown hugged
her opponent, sophomore Menbere Assefa, and received her
crown with tears rolling down
her cheeks.
“It’s overwhelming,” she said.
“I got blessed. Thank you, Jesus,”
Brown said.
Miss Black and Gold, organized
by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
on campus, aims to highlight the
connection between success and
etiquette.

swimwear, talent, formal wear
and question and answer.
Each category had a maximum
number of points each contestant
could earn.
The judges looked at seven categories: talent, scholarship or
GPA each worth  points, interview worth  points, formal wear
and oral expression were worth
 points.
Swimwear, achievement and
projection, campus involvement
and their contestant’s platform
rounded out the categories and
were worth  points.
“The hardest for me was the
talent,” Brown said. “I was concerned about technique.”
This was Brown’s second time
competing for the pageant. Having more experience led Brown to
pick more relatable pieces to sing
compared to last year, she said.
Last year, Brown performed a
French song and this year Brown
picked “Your Daddy’s Song,” a
piece from the musical “Ragtime”
as her talent.
“This time, I had to pick something understandable that would
be clear for the audience,” Brown
said.

UPB to ‘rap’ up year
with Spring Concert
By JEFF WADE
The Breeze

Wiz Khalifa, will trade black
and yellow for purple and gold
to perform at JMU on April .
One of three artists to perform in UPB’s Convocation
concert, Khalifa rests under
the banner of “The Campus
Consciousness Tour,” a touring
event that has previously seen
artists like Drake and Passion Pit
perform on college campus over
the last five years.
The bill also includes up-andcoming Pittsburgh rapper Mac
Miller. In addition, UPB said
there will be a special guest
opening the event.
The concert will be only a few
days after the rapper’s third fulllength album “Rolling Papers”
releases March .
In choosing Khalifa to perform, UPB consulted the results
of poll conducted on their website in November. Khalifa edged
out artists with higher vote
totals like Ke$ha and Kid Cudi
for the spot.

FOOD | Is ‘balanced’
from page 11

The Xi Delta Chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., picked
the theme ‘The Year of The Yellow
Rose: Cultivating Timeless Beauty, Academic Excellence and True
Womanhood.”
“The pageant spotlights the
young women’s poise, self-confidence, communication skills,
intelligence and beauty,” said
Kenneth Gilliam, a sophomore
communication studies major
and the Miss Black and Gold
director.
Alpha Phi Alpha began training the participants in September
and it took them four months to
teach the students the necessary
skills to succeed.
“We taught them various walks
and we helped them with their
confidence and communication
skills,” Gilliam said.
During the course of those
four months the pageant lost five
participants, leaving only two
participants competing for the
crown. According to Gilliam, having two participants competing
was normal since the number of
participants vary from year to year.
Both Brown and Assefa
competed in business wear,

UPB Spring
Concert
 April 2
 Wiz Khalifa, Mac Miller and

a special guest will perform
 Tickets go on sale March 3
 Floor seats and public
admission will cost $28
 Student tickets will cost
$25 with JACard

“ W i z K h a l i f a g a r n e re d
immense interest from the student body,” said Mitch Ramey,
UPB Public Relations director.
“We believed it was the best
choice for the spring.”
In a departure from tradition, this year’s concert will
take place on a Saturday instead
of the typical Thursday date.
Ramey says he does not foresee
any major complications with it
being during the week.
“We ask students for their
preferences when we conduct
our poll,” he said. “Thursday,
Friday and Saturday all are the
most popular days and have

roughly the same amount of
requests.”
He said if anything, the date
will encourage more attendees.
“Being on Saturday w e
hope that this will let people
from areas like D.C. and other
schools to make it out to JMU,”
he said.
Ramey said that while promotional events are not set in
stone, UPB plans to have a series
of listening parties, as well as an
event the morning tickets go on
sale.
The nonprofit Reverb organization responsible for the tour
will also promote environmentalism in the music industry on
campus later this spring.
Tickets go on sale March .
They will be available both in
person at the Warren box office
and online at upb.jmu.edu.
Tickets will cost $ for
reserved seating with a JACard, while floor seats and
public admission will cost $.
CONTACT Jeff Wade at
wadeja@dukes.jmu.edu.

Both contestants agreed this
pageant was not a simple task,
but they both helped each other
throughout the arduous process.
“It definitely takes hard work
and by working hard you can
accomplish your goals,” said
Assefa, a justice studies major.
“Winning was not everything. I
had a good bond with Christa and
it was about having fun.”
The contestants said the members of Alpha Phi Alpha. were
always helpful and considerate.
“The participants became
like family to Xi Delta and we do
whatever it takes to assist her in
executing her duties and platform,” Gilliam said.
The participants received a
monetary award as well as a trophy. Brown won $ and Assefa
won $. The Xi Delta Chapter
of Alpha Phi Alpha. raised the
money, while participants helped
sell program advertisements.
Brown will go on to compete
against other Miss Black and
Gold winners from the district on
the Feb.  in Newport News, Va.
CONTACT Stephany Holguin
at holguise@dukes.jmu.edu.
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hot flavor. Fuzionz also has
a place on their menu for an
eastern spin on traditional
pizza and pasta dishes.
Just a short while after
ordering, a vivid palette of
flavors is presented in front
of each customer. No matter
which dish is chosen, the
flavors of each meal are sure
to be strong yet balanced.
In comparison to other
fusion-style restaurants in
the area, Fuzionz creates
this dining experience
at a slightly lower cost.
Appetizers range from $.
to $. while entrées range
from $. to $..
By putting the trendy
atmosphere to great
use, Fuzionz is currently
attempting to develop
its nightlife crowd by
advertising drink specials
and nighttime dance parties.
As Fuzionz is still in its
youth, having opened in
November, the eatery still
has a few kinks to work
out. Although the upstairs
room is a great escape out

of Harrisonburg into a chic,
city-like atmosphere, a
portion of the relaxed room
is flooded by bothersome
fluorescent lighting.
Also, depending on the
night, you may walk into
to a lifeless ground-floor
dining-area and be scared
off by the deserted, exposed
kitchen to the left. If there is
no available seating upstairs,
you may want to come back
another night to get the full
experience.
Fuzionz is the ideal
introduction to Eastern-style
food. Within the cuisine of
this exotic style, guests are
given the chance to become
familiar with new tastes
without having it forced
on them. If so desired,
customers can put training
wheels on and alter the
dish to their liking, while
adventurous diners are
encouraged to sit back, relax
and put their fate into the
hands of the chefs.
CONTACT Gillian
Murdock at murdocgr@
dukes.jmu.edu.

ALBUM | Not ‘immediately inviting’
from page 12

out. But the album closes
out strong with the sevenminute “Your Fake Name is
Good Enough” that sees Iron
& Wine doing its best Steely
Dan impression with all the
sax and soft rock.

The best Iron & Wine
material has always
accomplished two
contradictory tasks
effortlessly. It manages to be
immediately inviting at first
while continuing to unfold
the more you listen to it.
Current plays of “Kiss

Each Other Clean” result in
a narrow miss on the first
count. But maybe the record
can still grow on listeners
and eventually achieve the
latter.
CONTACT Jeff Wade at
wadeja@dukes.jmu.edu.

GREEK | Freshman leads new frat
from page 12

rush process. Their first formal recruitment process will
begin Feb. . In that time, the
fraternity will hold information sessions, initiate personal
lunch dates and invite members
to optional brotherhood events.
However, Burgess emphasized
recruitment’s basis in personal interactions accumulating
throughout the year.
“It’s unique, because it’s
not necessarily based on who
comes to the events, but more
of like, ‘We’re going to actually
get to know you and see if you’re
what the fraternity is aiming for,’
” said Brandon Farrar, a junior
Spanish and interdisciplinary liberal studies major, one
of the founding fathers of the
fraternity.

“It’s unique, because it’s
not necessarily based
on who comes to the
events, but more of like,
‘We’re going to actually
get to know you and
see if you’re what the
fraternity is aiming for.”
Brandon Farrar
junior founder of
Delta Sigma Phi

Since they are starting from
scratch, the fraternity currently
has no “hierarchy.” Burgess, for
example, is a one of few freshman fraternity presidents on

campus.
“While some of us are seniors
and some of us are freshmen,
we’re all jumping in at the same
time,” Farrar said. “We’re all in
the same boat.”
The fraternity has yet to
establish dues. They do not
currently own a house, but will
be part of the on-campus fraternity houses established in
the next year or so, according
to Farrar.
After the chapter finishes
their first formal initiation,
they will begin community
service and outreach events.
In March, the chapter, along
with the entire fraternity, will
hold a blood drive in support
of the American Red Cross.
CONTACT Beth Cole at
cole2ed@dukes.jmu.edu.

Want to be a
cartoonist
for the
Life section?
E-mail breezearts@
gmail.com.
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NFL

Tweeters apologize to Chicago Bears’ quarterback Jake Cutler
By SCOTT SOSHNICK
Bloomberg News

One of the first things they
teach sportscaster wannabes
in journalism school is never to
speculate about injuries.
You don’t know until you
know. There’s no room, not
when it comes to the health of
an athlete whose loved ones
just might be watching on TV or
listening to the radio.
It’s easy to forget that Chicago
Bears quarterback Jay Cutler is
a person, not some comic-book
hero who dresses like a gladiator
and flings footballs for the
Sunday afternoon enjoyment of
the beer-chugging mob.
Monsters of the Midway, the
Bears are called. Behind those
facemasks reside men, not
monsters.
They are fathers, sons,
brothers, husbands.
What happened to Cutler,
who — no argument here — tilts

toward aloof, nonchalant and
irritating, demands a rebuke
from the highest levels of the
National Football League and,
more importantly, the players
association. Where is union
Executive Director DeMaurice
Smith? He wastes little time
responding when the owners
fire barbs aimed at collective
bargaining matters.
Members of the NFL
fraternity labeled Cutler a
quitter via Twitter during
Sunday’s National Football
Conference championship
game, which the Bears lost to
the Green Bay Packers -.
Cutler left the game early
in the third quarter. Only —
and this is the part that really
rubbed people the wrong
way — he didn’t seem to be
seriously injured. He stood on
the sideline with one of those
he-ain’t-going-back-into-thegame jackets draped over his
shoulders. He used no crutches.

He wore no grimace.
Arizona Cardinals defensive
tackle Darnell Dockett posted
on his Twitter account, “If I’m
on Chicago team Jay Cutler has
to wait till me and the team
shower get dressed and leave
before he comes in the locker
room!”
Jacksonville Jaguars running
back Maurice Jones-Drew
posted, “All I’m saying is that he
can finish the game on a hurt
knee . . . I played the whole
season on one . . .” Former
players such as Deion Sanders,
an analyst on the NFL Network,
chimed in, too, deriding
Cutler’s inability to gut it out
when his team needed him
most.
Shame on all of them for
reinforcing and perpetuating
the NFL as a bastion of foolish
machismo, a place where an
injured player owes it to his
comrades to put the team’s
interest ahead of a little thing

like, say, the ability to have a
game of catch with his little boy
once the playing days are over.
As if everyone should be
former Washington Redskins
running back and National
Basketball Association union
Executive Director Billy Hunter,
whose knee-replacement
surgery reduced the tough guy
to tears. Dockett and JamesDrew should take a peek at the
gruesome scar on the knee of
Indianapolis Colts assistant
coach John Teerlinck. The man
can barely walk.
There are countless stories
of former professional athletes
who live in agony. The pressure
to play, even while hurt,
got Brett Favre hooked on
painkillers.
This is the same idiocy that
led so many former NFL players
to suffer repeated head injuries
that contributed to dementia.
Last season, Pittsburgh
Steelers wide receiver Hines

Ward said the locker room
was divided over whether
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger
should have played a week after
sustaining a concussion. Ward
apologized to Roethlisberger,
whose Steelers will face the
Packers in the Super Bowl.
Sadly, but predictably,
a number of NFL players,
including Bears linebacker
Brian Urlacher, lampooned
the league’s attempt to abolish
helmet-to-helmet hits, mocking
the changes with the typical
we-don’t-wear-skirts silliness.
Players have to be protected
from themselves. They are their
own worst enemies.
Cutler, to his credit, declined
to comment when asked about
the Twitter postings of players
sitting on their couches. He
tried to play. He couldn’t. What
more is there to know?
There’s no hiding on the
football field or in the locker
room. Cutler’s teammates know

Follow us!
@breeze_sports
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NEED MONEY?

SAVE A LIFE.

What better reward than the satisfaction of knowing you’ve made
a difference in someone’s life?
Here at BioLife Plasma Services members of our community
proudly make a difference in people’s lives every day.
We invite you to join our life-saving program and schedule
a plasma donation today.

For a limited time, new donors can

receive up to $225 the first month!
Visit www.biolifeplasma.com for more information and to schedule
your donation.

540.801.0672
269 LUCY DRIVE
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801

$25

ON YOUR
1ST DONATION

FOR NEW DONORS ONLY OR BIOLIFE
DONORS WHO HAVE NOT DONATED IN
SIX OR MORE MONTHS.

Bring this coupon with you to your 1st plasma
donation and receive $25.
Bonus redeemable only upon completion of a
full donation. Coupon cannot be combined
with any other offer and
must be presented to
receive bonus.
Expires 2.28.11 breeze

$50

ON YOUR
2ND DONATION

FOR NEW DONORS ONLY OR BIOLIFE
DONORS WHO HAVE NOT DONATED IN
SIX OR MORE MONTHS.

Bring this coupon with you to your 2nd plasma
donation and receive $50.
Bonus redeemable only upon completion of a
full donation. Coupon cannot be combined
with any other offer and
must be presented to
receive bonus. Second
donation must be
completed within 30 days
of first donation.

him best. Urlacher was among
the Bears defending Cutler, who,
according to Coach Lovie Smith,
sprained the medial collateral
ligament in his left knee.
“Jay was hurt,” Urlacher
said. “He’s one of the toughest
players on our football team.”
NFL owners treat their
teams as businesses. More
wins usually means more
money. Coaches need to win
to keep their jobs.
Any athletic trainer worth
his Ace bandage will tell you
there’s a difference between
playing with pain and playing
with an injury. The patient
and medical staff are best
positioned and qualified to
make that determination.
Twitter limits its postings
to  characters. Good thing
for Dockett and Jones-Drew
they only need nine for what
should be their next Cutlerrelated tweets:
I’m sorry.
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MEN’S | First in the CAA in scoring
from page 13

BracketBusters matchup.
“We’re gonna get a little bit
tougher,” Semenov said. “When
the going gets tough, it’s tough
to get going, so I think we’ll man
up and go into our next game
fierce.”
While Brady may knock
himself for instilling a sense
of urgency defensively, his

players are undeniably buying
into his coaching style, which has
brought the most out of the team
on offense.
The team is first in the CAA in
scoring offense at . points per
game and three-point field goal
percentage at . percent.
“Coach preaches everyday
that we’re talented,” Jackson said.
“We just have to play hard on the
defensive end and we’ll be fine.”

Despite losing the opportunity
to be ranked in the nation’s top 
anytime soon and falling from the
pole position in the conference,
things are still looking up for this
promising team.
“At the end of the day, we have
opportunities in front of us,” Brady
said. “There’s a lot of season left.”
CONTACT Thomas Estes at
estesto@dukes.jmu.edu.

DAN GORIN / THE BREEZE

LEFT Redshirt sophomore guard Devon Moore is one of 66 nationwide initial candidates for the Bob
Cousy Award, handed out to the nation’s best point guard by The Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of
Fame. Moore leads the team in minutes played, averaging 33.4 per game.
CENTER Freshman guard Chad Jackon made his JMU career debut with four points, seven rebounds,
four assists, and a steal at No. 3 Kansas State on Nov. 12. In his interview on jmusports.com, Jackson
listed Wiz Khalifa as the person, living or dead, he would most like to meet. Khalifa is JMU’s performer
for the spring concert.
RIGHT Junior forward Julius Wells currently leads the team in three-pointers made, sinking 21 for
46, an average of 2.2 per game. The social justice major from Toledo, Ohio lists the Miami Heat as his
favorite NBA team.

DISCOVER...TASTE...EXPERIENCE...
THE GOOD LIFE AT

Visit us on your 21st Birthday
and recieve a free gift!
Jan. 28th: Friday by the Fireside: Join us for music by Bill Vaughan
7-9pm$15/person includes appetizers. Reservations please.

Open daily 11am-5pm for tours & tastings.
Tour our state of the art facility at 12pm, 2pm or 4pm
& learn about the art of winemaking.
Booking
for weddings,
private parties and
corporate events

540-234-0505

www.crosskeysvineyards.com
ww

Only minutes
from Harrisonburg,
Massanutten Resort
and JMU

Located at 6011 E Timbe
Timber Ridge Road, Mt Crawford, VA
VA 22841

Classifieds
AVALON WOODS TOWNHOUSE
2 Bedroom, 2.5 Bathroom, Furnished. JMU Bus Route near
Copper Beech. Pets ok. $900
a Month (757) 621-2272.
DEVON LANE Townhome. 3
Bedroom. 1.5 bath. August
2011. 540-435-7861
MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE 5
BR, 3 BA furnished with dishwasher, microwave, garbage
disposal, washer and dryer.
JMU in walking distance.
$1500. Start Jul or Aug. 1.
(540) 828-0464.
OLD SOUTH HIGH 2 BR, 2
BA house. Hardwood floors,
washer, dryer, back/ front
porch overlooking JMU baseball/ softball field. Rent $800
with lease start July 1. (540)
828-0464.
MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
Mountain View Drive 5 BR, 3
BA furnished with dishwasher,
microwave, garbage disposal,
and w/ d. JMU in walking distance. available for 6 months
from february to June 20th,
2011. Call 540-828-0464.
1126 MOUNTAIN VIEW 5 Bedroom, 3 1/2 baths, W/ D, $300/
person. Available Available August 1.(540) 478-5980.
1111 MOUNTAIN VIEW DRIVE
3 Bedroom, 2 1/2 baths, W/ D,
$300/ person. Available August 1 (540) 478-5980.

1351 SOUTH MAIN ST. 5 Bedroom, W/ D, 2 baths, $300/
person. Available August 1.
(540) 478-5980.
NORTH HIGH STREET 6 BR,
2 BA, all hardwood floors.
Nicely sized bedrooms. Large
wrap-around porch, off-street
parking. Rent $2,250 with
utilities included. Start July 1.
(540) 828-0464.
WAKEFIELD PLACE 3Br, 1.5
Ba, Keister School Area, Start
Aug, 1st Partially furnished,
garage, lg deck, pets allowed
<@end of cul-de-sac, cable,
phone & internet hookups in
each room, off street parking,
$945, call, email or text for additional details 423-231-2160
davethomas1strealty@yahoo.
com (423) 231-2160.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
717 South Mason St. Now signing leases! Stone throw away
from the quad! All utilities included! $420/bed Call Chris
now: (856) 297-5837
HUNTERS RIDGE 2BD/2BA
$700/Month + utilities (703)
409-9341.

23 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE
5-100 POUNDS! DR. RECOMMENDED! GUARENTEED!
(855) 288-3115 or www. BestDietDun.com. Save this ad!

SKYDIVE! One-day first jumps
from 13,500’ from 22-jumper
twin engine airplane. Gift Certificates! www.skydiveorange.
com (540) 943-6587

Your no. 1
source
for
JMU
news

BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL NO EXPERIENCE
N EC E S S A RY. T R A I N I N G
AVAILABLE 1-800-965-6520
EXT212
BARTENDING CLASSES 2011
jiggersbartendingschool.com
flexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971
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